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THEC
Robert V. Schnabel, Publisher ~ ~ ~ ~,_

.September, 1981

James Nuechterlein, Editor

Dear Colleague:
Today you should be receiving, along with this letter, the first issue of
The Cresset ~or the academic year 1981-1982. As a new--and very green-editor, I want to take this opportunity to offer a few connnents and make
some special pleas concerning the place of The Cresset within the
University community.
The Cresset has been a distinguished presence at Valpo for a very long
time. It is neither an alumni journal nor a university magazine, but it
does have a distinctive place on campus. It is my strong belief that
for The Cresset to remain healthy it must have widespread support within
the University. We hope that you will continue to read it, of course,
but we dare to hope for more than that.
I would like to encourage all of you to take something of a proprietary
interest in the journal. The Cresset needs your ideas, your criticisms,
and your contributions. We want to hear what you like and don't like,
what suggestions you have for improvement, what things we might be doing
that we are not now doing-. Experience has already taught me that some
comments and criticisms will cancel each other out, and so I cannot
guarantee that every suggestion will be acted on. I can guarantee, however,
that each one will be seriously considered.
Along with your criticisms, The Cresset needs your participation. There
are already a nurnner of people on campus who contribute to the magazine on
a regular, semi-regular, or occasional basis. We would like to have more.
Our intended audience is the general intelligent reader, which means that
we need contributions of scholarly quality and substance that are access·ble
to an informed but nonprofessional public. (Highly specialized or techn·cal
essays are better reserved for professional journals.) Send in your essays,
your poems, your ideas for books that you would like to review. Our compass
is wide: we take in whatever relates to "literature, the arts, and pub lie
affairs." Our particular perspective is Christian and Lutheran and we w · 11
never pretend otherwise, but we do not require or even prefer that all contributions incorporate a theological point of view. As part of a univers·ty
enterprise, The Cresset respects a healthy secularity.
With your counsel and support, The Cresset will continue to strive to
express the best of what Valparaiso University stands for.
Sincerely,

uech terlein
A REVIEW OF LITERATURE, THE ARTS, A
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
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Cover Comments
Walt Kuhn (American, 1877-1949), Apples in White Bowl, 1929,
oil on canvas, 15" x 20." Valparaiso University Art Collection,
1965 Sloan Fund Purchase.
Still life painting, according to the art historian, Henri
Focillon, is simply a witness of man's "astonishment before
the beauty of things." The beauty of ordinary, common things
was the witness of Walt Kuhn's still lives. For instance, the
apple in this painting are no prize, gift apples. Instead, they
seem to be a random group of half-ripe, Maine Winesaps,
held precious however, by the halo of the white bowl in the
very center of the picture. As a climax against a generalized
ground of muted green cloth and blue black cloth, the apple
b come olid center of raw energy in boldly brushed variation of brick red, light lemon yellow, and chartreuse.
During 19 1- 2 thi painting can be seen in the e hibit,
Painters of the Humble Truth, American Still Life Painting, curat d b the art hi torian William Gerdts and hown at the
Philborook Art Center Tulsa, the Oakland Mu eum. the
Baltimore Mu um of Art and th
ational cadem of
D ign
~ York Cit .
RH\ B
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THE CRESSEY
A Word from the Publisher

Traditio
Valparaiso University has been blessed in having had outstanding editors of The Cresset over the years. In
its more than 40 years of publication, the journal has been a significant voice for many writers, on and off campus. Richard Lee, Cresset editor from 1969 to 1972 and again from 1978 to June 30, 1981, has accepted appointment as director of the University's overseas study program at Cambridge, England, for the 1981-83 academic
years and thus now completes his service as Cresset editor. Noble traditions have been established and maintained. Now the time has come again for "traditio" to be done, for the heritage of the past "to be handed on" to
a new editor, James N"uechterlein.
One of the greatest joys for me, as Cresset publisher, has been to be associated with Richard Lee, the journal's
highly competent and creative editor during these past three years. A Valparaiso University alumnus and Associate P rofessor of Humanities and English, Dr. Lee brought to his editorial role an excellent scholarly background in theological, humanistic, and literary studies, including a doctorate in religious studies from the
School of Theology at Claremont, California, and post-doctoral work at the University of California, Berkeley.
In addition to maintaining a regular, prompt schedule of publication-no mean feat in this day of manuscript
solicitation, printing schedules, and costs-Dr. Lee developed a topical and thematic approach to The Cresset
wh ich gave each volume admirable unity and coherence. It is these scholarly qualities, diversity of talent , and
high teaching competence that commended him for selection as director of the overseas program at Cambridg .
I kn ow I voice the sentiments of the Cresset readership and the University community in expre ing warm thank
to Dick Lee and best wishes for joy and success in his role as director, teacher, manager, and paterfamilias to th
students who will participate in the University's program at Cambridge during the next four eme t r .
The "traditio" of The Cresset will be well done, for James Allen Nuechterlein, our n ew ditor, bring high
qualifications to his task. A 1960 graduate of Valparaiso University, with a major in hi tory, Jame u chterl in
began developing his journalistic talents as editor of the undergraduate student new pap r The Torch. ft r
graduate work in American Studies as a Woodrow Wilson Scholar at Yale Univer ity, Jim u echterl in b cam
a member of the history faculty at Queen's University, King ton, Ontario, Canada, being advanc d t th a
ciate professor rank, with tenure. Various notable journal , including Commentary and th Virginia Quarter/
R eview, have published articles by Professor uechterlein which deal with public affair and 2 th ntury m rican political thought. He has also contributed quite regularly to The Cresset.
We are delighted that Jim uechterlein has accepted appointm nt to th taff of hi
editorship of The Cresset. His excellent record of publication, hi gift a a writer , hi int r
affairs and thought, and his accompli hment as a lay theologian all mak him a worth u
who have held this position. We are also pleased that hi wife, Doroth a ne
llwardt a alparai
alumna (1960), with a master' degree in ociology from Que n ' niv r ity and ad toral andidat
ver ity of Chicago ha accepted a vi iting profe or hip in o iology at
Welcome home Jim and Dot. We wi h you w 11 and look forward to your many ntribution a
u build
upon and enhance the tradition your ceive as editor of th
niv r ity journal flit ratur th art and public affair and a memb r of the niver it faculty family.

Robert V. Schnabel

eptember 1 1

IN LUCE TUA

Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Starting Out
The observing eye of In Luce Tua will not ordinarily
turn its gaze inward, but it seems appropriate that the
first issue of The Cresset under a new editor should pay
some attention to what the journal and its editorial
leadership are all about.
As with so many other things at Valparaiso University, the roots of The Cress et trace back to O. P. Kretzmann. It was his founding hope (the time was November, 1937 and Dr. Kretzmann was still associated with
the Walther League) that the journal might "point the
way toward a new fusion of the intellectual and spiritual
life" and that it might serve as "a living demonstration
that a childlike surrender to spiritual truth does not
imply a childish intellectual life." In all the years since,
The Cresset has carried the burden of those aims and
hopes with it, as, indeed, has the University of which it
has for so long been a part.
The efforts of neither the University nor its journal
have gone unrewarded, but we have not always succeeded
fully in living up to our aspirations. We have not always
demonstrated as clearly as we ought to have done that
orthodox Christian faith is entirely compatible with
serious intellectual inquiry. Sometimes our piety has
faltered; more often our intellectual rigor; occasionally
both.
These intermittent shortcomings may be seen as part
of the larger failure of Lutherans to exercise the influence on American religion, politics, and culture that
their numbers might have predicted. As one of our distinguished editorial predecessor , Kenneth Korby,
used to emphasize, Lutherans have characteristically
been aliens on the national religious cene. We have
he pointed out, fit none of the normal religious categories. We have not belonged comfortably with either
"the revivalists or traditionali ts, the New Lights or the
Old Light , the fundamentali ts or the moderni t . ' And
in standing outside any of th e standard grouping we
have on occasion come perilou ly do e to di app aring
from intellectual or cultural ight altogether.
It is the abiding purpo e of The Cresset to maintain a
distinct Lutheran Christian oice in an often unpropi4

tious intellectual environment. Our excurs10ns into
"literature, the arts, and public affairs" are meant to
reach an audience, however incomprehensible it might
at first find us, that extends beyond the comfortable confines of Middle-American Lutheranism. We want to be
heard and to make a difference because we believe that
the substance of what we have to say ought to be heard
and ought to make a difference. If we resist submersion
in the general Protestant culture of religious America,
it is for reasons beyond the normal parochial desire to
preserve separate identity for separate identity's sake.
We simply happen to believe that we have a particular
witness to offer within the great Church catholic of
which we are inextricably a part.
The Cresset is not a theological journal, and its editor
has neither the inclination nor the qualifications to expound on matters of doctrin_e, but those readers who in
the months to come may think they detect in In Luce
Tua's discussions of politics and culture evidence of
Lutheran presuppositions will not be mistaken. We
leave to other voices and other occasions precise discussion of the complex ways in which theology and
politics come together, but we here forewarn our readers
to search carefully between the lines for traces of hidden
agendas. The two kingdoms will be found lurking there.
This is not to say that we will normally drag theological categories into our discussions of contemporary
affairs. Our instincts are in fact quite to the contrary. It
is, we think, among the most common and pernicious
habits of those of religious concern immediately to
translate their analysis of political issues into religious/
moral language (see following editorial). We will not
attempt to di cern the hand of God in every event under
the sun and we will resist to the utmost the temptation
to equate our political preferences with tho e of the
Almighty. D cenc requires that politics not be eparated
from moral it - and thus for Chri tian , from theology
- but humility hould warn us that the Go pel i not
r adily reducible to programmatic political pecification. W wi h that both the moral majoritarian on the
Right and th liberation th ologian on the Left undertood that b tter than the
em to.
The Cresset

The NCC constitutes the mainstream American Protestant establishment, and that establishment
has long since located itself somewhere left-of-center on the American political spectrum.

We hasten to add that those who disagree with these
views need not, on that account, despair of The Cresset.
In Luce Tua is but one corner of this journal, and The
Cresset is immeasurably more than the long shadow of
its editor. Ours is a commodious mansion, with room for
many views, many interests, many perspectives. We
specifically intend to encourage those with political/
social leanings divergent from the editor's to write in
these pages (our tolerance for error, however benighted,
being high), and only the rankest heretics will find
themselves excluded from the forum of The Cresset.
It is worth repeating, then, the disclaimer all our
predecessors have made before us. The editor does not
speak for The Cresset, and The Cresset does not speak for
the University. (Christian News, please note.) All contributors remain individually responsible for whatever
wisdom or foolishness they perpetrate. The Cresset is
not intended as an auxiliary venture of the University's
Office of Public and Alumni Affairs. As John Strietelmeier, the wisest of us all, said of his own editorial
stewardship, "we propose to run an honest arena and
hope that public relations will look out for themselves."
In re-reading the inaugural comments of earlier editors, we have discovered that it is customary for such
commentaries to conclude with a brief meditation on
the motto of the University, from which this section of
The Cresset borrows its heading: In Luce Tua Videmus
Lucem-In Thy Light Do We See Light. Richard Lee,
who has been a close friend for more years now than
either of us likes to think too carefully about and whose
brilliant editorial act it is our unenviable duty to follow, said what most needs saying a dozen years ago
when he wrote that "the inscription appears to us as a
confession of faith in God, In Luce Tua- and of hope
for men, Videmus Lucem." It is in that confession and in
that hope that we begin.

~=

closer the attention that we pay, the more troubling the
NCC's pronouncements become.
We should not, of course, be surprised that the NCC
opposes the new administration's policies. The Council
of Churches constitutes the mainstream American Protestant establishment, and that establishment has long
since located itself somewhere left-of-center on the
American political spectrum. (The disinclination of so
many among the ordinary laity to share their leaders'
political affinities has not, so far, made any difference
to the Council's political witness; indeed, it seems only
to confirm the leadership's sense of the rightness of its
"prophetic" stance.) It is no more qnusual that the NCC
should oppose Ronald Reagan than that the majority
of the nation's conservative evangelicals should support
him.
Nor is it inappropriate for the NCC to address itself
publicly to the Reagan administration's new programs
and to do so with particular reference to their moral
implications. The Reagan policies, after all, do represent a significant shift in national priorities and emphases, and churchmen and others should examine them
carefully in terms of their moral content. We have serious reservations about the ways in which American
churches have characteristically addressed social issues,
but we are not among those who think that church bodies
should never deign to concern themselves with matter
of public policy.
What disturbs us about the CC's manifesto (for that
is what it amounts to) is its simplistic mod of analysi ,
its moral arrogance, and the crude r ductioni m involved in its attempt to apply r ligiou valu to political issues. If the CC can't do b tter than thi it will
continue to invite the tudied neglect with which it
pronouncements are gen rail y r ceiv d amon
political analysts. Earnest piety imply lo k
when it is unaccompanied by hard thought.
The difficultie with the
manif t b

The Perils of Political Religion
The National Council of Churches has declared holy
war on the Reagan administration.
In a "message to the churches" issued in mid-May, the
Governing Board of the NCC warns its thirty-two member communions that the policie of the new admini tration "threaten the vision of America as the model and
embodiment of a just and humane ociety.' Beginning
with a detailed a sault on the admini tration' program
in the areas of ocial ervice , conservation, energy,
human rights, and diplomatic/ military trategy, the
paper goe on to place the debate o er tho program
in the larger context of a truggle for th nation oul.
ow when the CC tart talking about th nati nal
oul it i ob iou 1 time to pa do attention. nd th
eptember. 1 1
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Supporters and opponents of the Reagan administration, the Council argues,
are operating from contrasting visions .. of the meaning and purpose of America."

verted to produce more weapons of death," while the
U.S. seeks to be number one not "in literacy, life expectancy, or assistance to less developed nations" but
rather "in military dominance, in the ability to impose
our will on others or to kill multitudes in the attempt."
Occasionally the paper sinks to sheer demagoguery,
as when it warns that as the administration's "selective
pre-occupation" with terrorism "becomes the r~tionale
for supporting repression in other nations, many Americans can only feel anxious about their own nation, remembering the hysteria of the McCarthy era when 'national security' was invoked to justify the repression of
dissidents in the United States." (Emphasis added.)
But all this is as nothing compared to the he· ghts of
moral alarm reached when the NCC raises its sights
from political specifics to the larger meaning of it all.
Supporters and opponents of the Reagan administration, the Council argues, are operating from contrasting
visions "of the meaning and purpose of America."
These alternative visions, the document suggests, have
been present from the nation's beginnings, contending
in epic struggle for the national soul.
The Reagan vision, according to the NCC, is in the
tradition of those "who saw America as a rich treasure
waiting to be exploited for the benefit of those daring
enough and strong enough to take it." In this vision,
"the fittest survive and prosper, and there is little room
for public purpose since it interferes with private gain."
Within this Darwinian framework, "compassion is a
weakness" and government "is at best a necessary evil
which must be strong enough to protect privilege from
assault but kept too weak to impose public responsibility
on private prerogative." All in all, those who cling to
this vision see America "principally as Empire ... with
a mission to extend its power and commerce throughout
the continent, the hemisphere, the world."
But this tradition, says the NCC, has always had to
cont.:!nd with another, finer vision of American possibilities, one that dreamed of establishing in the new world
"the.New Jerusalem":
In this America, it was envisioned , government would promote the
common welfare and secure the blessings of liberty for all. The dignity and worth of each person would b respected and protected as a
matter of policy as well as piety and each per on's potential would
be developed to the fullest. Justice and compas ion would reign in
alabaster cities that stretched from sea to shining ea, and the bountiful resources of a favored land would be thankfully received and
gladly shared with the whole human family , as the nurturing providence of the Creator meant them to be. This America would be
known in the world for its compa ion, its de p d sire for peace and
justice, its commitment to human rights and human decency . It
would starid as a beacon and a model , a city et on a hill. it power
stemming from the irresi tible example of a just, caring and p aceful
people sharing life and trea ure
nerou ly with all th people of
earth .

There you have it. Choo eye thi day whom ye hall
serve: America a "privat opportunit and empire' or
6

America as "public responsibility and compassionate
neighbor." We can either, in the NCC's formulation,
support Reagan and the plunderers and bullies, or we
can join hands with all those of decency and compassion in opposition to the administration's dread schemes.
It would not seem an extraordinarily difficult choice to
make.
But if, just for a moment, we remove ourselves from
the fantasy-land in which the NCC concocts its political
visions, we might come to suspect that our political and
moral choices are not quite so simple as the Council
would have us believe. The real world of politics is infinitely more complex than that presented to us in the
manifesto's tangle of tendentious history and sentimental moralizing. Contrary to the NCC's imaginings, political alternatives seldom come to us neatly packaged in
sets of good things and bad things, nice people and notnice people.
Our public policy choices are made politically and
morally uncertain because of all those things the lazy
moralists at the NCC choose to ignore: scarcity, contingency, ignorance, realities of power, trade-offs among
competing values, human error, mixed motives, unanticipated consequences, even-dare we say it?-sin
(sin defined as universal human failing and not, as at
the NCC, as improper political choice). Unlike the conflict-free utopia of the NCC's dreams, the world of political reality confronts us with economic scarcity, political complexity, and moral ambiguity. Neither our history nor our present situation can be understood as consisting of unproblematic moral and political choices.
If the NCC could bring itself to see the world in more
of its complexity, it might be less quick to issue sweeping moral pronouncements concerning the new administration and its policies. (The Executive Committee of
the NCC published its first condemnation of the administration on February 20, 1981, just one month after
President Reagan's inauguration.) It should be noted
that the Reagan people believe that their domestic program of reductions in spending and taxation, restrictions on regulation of the private sector, and emphasis
on aggregate economic growth will work in the public
interest. They insist that such policies will lower inflation and timulate investment, and that everyonethe poor specifically included-will consequently benefit from renewed economic productivity and expansion.
They oppo e further extension of the welfare tate becau e they believe that reliance on per onal initiative
and the private ector combined with a program of
public aid to tho e who truly cannot help them el e
will do more for the nation's economic and ocial health
than th , lfar tate could e r do.
imilarl in foreign relation the Reagan upporter
argu that quiet diplomacy work b tt r than public
The

resset

A greater humility at the NCC-or anywhere else in the church-concerning the relationship between
politics and morality might reduce the frequency with which the churches speak out on public issues.

declarations in securing human rights, that the U.S.
must increase defense spending in order to defend itself, militarily and diplomatically, against a genuinely
aggressive Soviet Union, and that in dealing with international power realities America must sometimes
align itself with nations whose internal policies we find
distasteful. The Reagan people's faith in American
values is such that they find a fundamental compatibility between pursuit of the national interest and efforts
to secure international peace, justice, and stability.
Now the people in the administration could well be
wrong on any or all of these issues. Their policies may
be misguided, wrong-headed, and self-deluding. They
could be guilty of oversimplification in economics and
of lack of vision in foreign relations. Perhaps their own
moral analyses are unsophisticated and unmindful of
nuance. But if so, the administration's failings must be
demonstrated in logic and evidence and not simply
asserted, as in the NCC's manifesto, in a rhetoric of
moral absolutism oblivious to social realities or human
limitations. The policies of no society can withstand
moral scrutiny when the standard of judgment is the
New Jerusalem.
Once they have forsaken the morally grandiose (and
abandoned the superstition that nations have souls),
the people at the NCC might next learn to deal with
some distinctions between politics and morality. Even
if we suppose, for the moment, that it could be demonstrated to all reasonable observers that the Reagan people's policies are dangerously mistaken, it would not
necessarily follow that the administration deserves all
those facile moral judgments visited on it by the NCC .
An error in political judgment does not automatically
translate into a moral failing. Ronald Reagan, David
Stockman, and Alexander Haig may be dreadfully misguided in their views as to how the world works, but
does the NCC truly expect us to believe that they are
consciously antipathetic to peace and justice or, at best,
coldly indifferent to the suffering of the poor or the
dangers of nuclear annihilation?
We think not. Surely the NCC knows, as the rest of us
know, that the essential differences between the administration and its critics have to do with means, not ends.
(And it might be suggested that American policies of
the past, foreign and domestic, have not been so unambiguously successful that decent people must automatically defend them against tho e who propose new departures.) We are not, as we aid, primarily divided as a
nation between the elfi h and aggre ive on the one
hand, and the generous and pacific, on the other. Mot
of us, and mo t of our leaders, are gen rally well-intentioned (if al o ine itably elf-intere t d) p ople who
often hon stly di agree a to the b t wa to cur the
public good. There are mean- pirited and hard-h art d
eptember 1981

conservatives, to be sure, even as there are those on the
Left who look on their fellow citizens with disdain and
contempt, but wherever possible we all ought to avoid
identifying our ideological opponents in terms that suggest moral pathology.
The same considerations apply to debates over issues.
Whatever reservations we have over some of the Reagan
policies, we find it hard to believe that they are meant
to do damage to the poor or to wreck world peace. If
those policies fail, they will be open to the normal criticisms that failed policies receive, but those who initiated
them will be subject to moral censure only if it can be
shown that they intended wrong en_ds or that they were
recklessly indifferent to the foreseeable effects of the
things they chose to do. In the meantime, we believe
that the national interest would best be served if the
arguments between the administration and its critics
concentrated on matters of economic, political, and
strategic analysis, and not on presumed inadequacies
of good will or good faith on either side. We could do
with fewer quotations from Isaiah or Jeremiah and more
careful attention to detail.
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Missouri in Convention
The Preus Years and Beyond
Roger D. Pittelko

"Welcome Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod" proclaimed signs at St. Louis' Lambert Field and hotels
surrounding the Cervantes Convention Center. The
Missouri Synod was on its "home turf' meeting in convention in early July just two short blocks from the
headquarters of the Synod
The feeling of meeting on "home turf' extended to
more than signs of welcome or proximity to the national
headquarters. Institutions of the Synod such as Concordia Publishing House and Concordia Seminary along
with the historic parishes of old Trinity and Holy Cross
had daily tours available to delegates and friends. Missourians had a feeling of being "home."
That feeling extended to the mood of the Convention.
The hostility that had been the dominant factor at New
Orleans in 1973 and Anaheim in 1975 was gone. The
overt choosing of sides and labeling of delegates as
"conservative," "moderate," or "liberal" was not in evidence at this convention. In many ways it was a return
to the normal convention pattern of the 1950s. The convention was not billed as an Armageddon. It did not
have the feeling of a watershed convention that would
make or break the Synod.
One reason for the spirit of good will that pervaded
the convention was the success of the "Forward in Remembrance" fund-raising campaign. The almost impossible goal of $40 million had been announced in
1979. In 1981 as the convention opened, over $75 million
had been pledged, the largest amount ever in a Lutheran capital fund drive. The old "can do" spirit of Missouri began to reassert itself. The disillusionment and
depression of the past decade was to a large extent erased.
One of the vital decisions facing the convention was
the election of a new president. The choice could well
affect the Synod for the remainder of the 20th century.
If Dr. Ralph Bohlmann, aged 49, president of Concordia

The Rev. Roger D. Pittelko, Th.D., a 1957 graduate of
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, has served parishes in New
York, New Orleans, and Berwyn, Illinois. He has been pastor
of The Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Holy Spirit, Elk
Grove Village, Illinois, since 1963. He has served on numerous
committees, boards, and commissions of District and Synod
and is currently counselor of the Chicago North Circuit of the
English District. He has served as delegate at the last three
conventions of the Missouri Synod.
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Seminary in St. Louis, were elected, it was not inconceivable that he could still be the president at the turn of
the century. The direction of the Synod for the next
decade, perhaps for the next 20 years, would be set by
the election of the president.
As the twelve years of the Preus administration were
about to pass into history, it appeared that any of the
five candidates was electable. (In addition to Dr. Bohlmann, the candidates included Dr. Gerhardt Hyatt,
president of Concordia College, St. Paul; Dr. Walter A.
Maier, Jr., of Concordia Theological Seminary in Ft.
Wayne, Indiana; Dr. Charles Mueller, parish pastor
from Roselle, Illinois; and Dr. Robert Sauer, 4th vicepresident of the Synod.) Strong campaigning had gone
on in the days just before the convention. Walter Maier
was the candidate of the conservative publication, Christian News. Affinn, another conservative journal, had
backed Robert Sauer. Mailings and campaign literature
had been sent on behalf of Charles Mueller and Gerhardt Hyatt. The actual balloting produced some surprises. Surprise number one was the small vote for
Robert Sauer, the Affinn candidate. During the past
decade the Affinn candidates and platform had been
largely accepted by the delegates. The second surprise
was the lack of support for Gerhardt Hyatt, who headed ·
up the enormously successful fund raiser, "Forward in
Remembrance."

The Non-Partisan Candidate
From the first ballot it was apparent that Ralph Bohlmann would be the next president. However, as the balloting continued it did test the strength of the conservative and moderate wings of the Synod. On each successive ballot the votes of Walter Maier eroded as Charles
Mueller gained. The strength of the "moderate" candidate was a surprise to most.
But why, given the possibility of any of the five candidates being elected, did Ralph Bohlmann receive the
presidency? Since Bohlmann was the only candidate for
whom there had been no organized campaign, there
was a perception on the part of many delegates that he
stood in the middle, being neither a candidate of the
right or left. The last twelve year of turmoil had taken
their toll. In voting for Bohlmann, who was perceived
not to be a parti an delegate intuitive! were expres ing a de ire for peace in the Synod.
The Cresset

If newly-elected president Ralph Bohlmann is true to his acceptance speech, the

next years will likely be a time of peace for the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod.

It was just this theme that the president-elect picked
up in his acceptance speech. In an unambiguous manner Bohlmann said, "I am particularly pleased that I
was not the preferred candidate of any organized political group in the Synod, for I believe that means you
want a president who is free to represent and serve the
whole Synod." He further pledged to support unity and
reconciliation and to forge a new synodical consensus.
It is also possible that the hard-hitting acceptance
speech was a declaration of independence from outgoing president Jacob Preus. If there had been any
mark against Ralph Bohlmann, it was the suspicion that
he was the hand-picked successor of Preus. Bohlmann,
some feared, would owe his election to Preus as a "kingmaker." By his acceptance speech, Bohlmann made it
clear that he would be his own man.
What does the election of Ralph Bohlmann mean for
the future of Missouri? If he is true to his acceptance
speech, and there is no reason to believe that he will not
be, the next years will likely be a time of peace. The
speech emphasized words like peace, concord, unity,
consensus, and reconciliation. Bohlmann also suggested
that he was no "miracle worker" with all of the answers,
but that he wanted to listen patiently to pastors, people,
and other synodical leaders. It was evident that the
Synod would take a new path, and that the storms and
turbulence of the past twelve years were over. However,
the exact outline of where Bohlmann hoped the Synod
to move had yet to be spelled out. Probably intentionally, future direction was left vague; but while the new
direction was unclear, delegates hoped that the LC-MS
would be moving in a new and positive spirit.
Fellowship with the American Lutheran Church
(ALC) appeared to many to be the most critical issue to
be decided by the convention. While I would not suggest that the question is unimportant, it may be that
fellowship with the ALC will be a minor footnote when
the final history of the Synod is written. Much more
critical to the future of the Synod, and possibly to Lutheranism in general, were the sweeping changes in the
synodical structure.
Perhaps for the past twelve years we've all been looking in the wrong place. It may be that the main legacy
of the Preus years will not be a more "conservative"
theology, but the adoption of changes in the organizational structure of the LC-MS. During the Preus years
attention has focused on matters of doctrine. In the
early years of his administration, president Preus, insisting that someone had to get control of the doctrine
of the Synod, proposed to weed out what he felt were
widespread doctrinal errors. An investigation of the
faculty at Concordia Seminary in St. Louis followed,
culminating in a walk-out in 1974 and thee tabli hment
of Seminex and the sociation of Evangelical Lutheran
September, 1981

Churches (AELC). With the exodus of a faculty, a seminary student body, and finally 100,000 communicants,
it is little wonder that doctrinal questions monopolized
everyone's attention. But it is possible that we were all
looking at the wrong thing. The magician directs our
attention by sleight of hand to look in one place while
therealchangeis happening elsewhere. The real change
was going on in organization and structure, a change
completed at the 1981 convention.

A Bureaucratic Solution to Bureaucracy
From the beginning of the Preus years reorganization
had been a priority item. Convention after convention
dealt with the question, culminating in a report to the
1979 convention presented by a Task Force on Reorganization. The Task Force's proposals were so radical that
they were resoundingly defeated. But the agenda for
reorganization was not to be halted. A second task force
was empaneled, titled Task Force II, using the ashes of
Task Force I as its starting point. Task Force II submitted its plan to the 1981 convention.
Initially, the delegates defeated the central part of
the plan, which was introduced on the first day of the
convention, by over 200 votes. Once again it appeared
that the delegates did not want the changes the leadership felt it needed. However, Synod leaders were determined that change there would be, and in the end
they won.
The central part of the reorganization plan proposed
the creation of three major elected program boards to
oversee the work of the Synod. The numerous boards,
committees, and commissions now elected by the convention would become appointed committees under the
new program boards. The Task Force defended its proposals by arguing that under the exi ting ystem, the
bureaucracy was running wild with no one in charge.
Yet it proposed to solve the probl m by r taining all
current boards, committees, and commi ions and introducing a new level of bureaucracy, th thr program boards. These board would tand b tw n the
convention and the operating lev 1 of th yn d. The
key fact that most delegat
em d to mi wa that the
working group , which in the old tructur had dir ct
access to the convention, would in the n w tructur b
denied such acce . In addition , th pr id nt of th
ynod would b giv n dir t day-b -day up rvi ion of
the staff with a kind of "hirin / firin
pow r. Thi
would b an entir ly n w po r for th pr id nt.
On paper th old tructur 1 k d ompl and unmanageable. It wa a ni htmar f r an
b liev in the ffici ncy
In fact ther wa no r al a
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The process begun at the outset of the Pr eus years to centralize power in t he administration
and in the presidential office was now complete. The Missouri Synod was reorganized.

on an organizational table. It had just grown. All of the
numerous and multisplendorous boards, committees,
and commissions were responsible to the convention
both by report and the elective process. But while the
system may have been organizationally messy, it was
democratic and offered a way for many to serve and
have "ownership" (one of the favorite buzz words of Task
Force II) in the Synod.
That was all to change. Even though defeated initially, the administration got its way through a parliamentary appeal process that sent the defeated motion back to
the floor committee for changes and resubmission. The
resubmitted key resolution expanded the three program
boards to five, moving Youth and Evangelism to full
and separate board status along with Parish Services,
Missions, and Professional Education. However, the
vital link of the numerous present boards, committees,
and commissions ( now downgraded to appointed committee status) to the convention remained broken. The
process begun at the outset of the Preus years to centralize power in the administration and in the presidential office was now complete. The Synod was reorganized.

The Protestantization of Missouri
It is precisely in the reorganizational process that the
thing feared by many twelve years before occurred.
Conservatives in Missouri had worried about Americanization and acculturation of the Synod. They felt that
the doctrinal battles they had fought and won during
the Preus years had prevented that, but what they had
forestalled in doctrine had taken place in organization.
Structure, form, organizational flow charts, efficiency,
bigness, bureaucracy are all marks of an American denomination. With the adoption of Task Force II proposals, the Synod had become what many never wanted
it to be, and feared it was becoming in the mid-1960s, an
American Protestant denomination.
During the debate on the issue, one of the advisory
delegates said that the Synod had once been a large doctrinal dog with a small organizational tail. With the
adoption of Task Force II, the Synod was now a large
organizational dog with a small theological tail. It is
hard to remember that in 1950 the synodical president's
office was an enclosed front porch in Oak Park, Illinois,
staffed by a part-time secretary. Contrast that to the
new multimillion-dollar headquarters building currently being erected at the edge of the St. Louis metro
area. It may be only now that we shall awaken to the
reality of the radical changes in the Synod. We may discover that the most important changes of the pa t 12
years have in fact been about organization not doctrine
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and that the bureaucratic expansion begun in the 1960s
under the Harms administration found ultimate fulfillment in the sweeping organizational changes at the
end of the Preus years.
But what of the conservative-moderate split in the
Synod? Was the split healed? Did it still exist? The continuing reality of that division was seen in a number of
ways as the days of the convention dragged on.
Item one: The election of Dr. Joseph Lavalais, a black pastor, as one of the vice-presidents. Given the conservative
nature of the Synod, it is doubtful that the convention
would ever have elected a black pastor to such an office
in the turbulent 1960s or early 70s. But even conservative Missouri is influenced by the culture in which it
lives, and it had moderated to the point that the convention could and did elect Joseph Lavalais.
Item two: The -election of the 5th vice-president. The election battle between Walter A. Maier, the most conservative candidate, and Charles Mueller, the most moderate
candidate, indicated the polarity in the Synod. The two
candidates tied with 403 votes each. On the final ballot
Walter Maier won, 424 to 403. The half-and-half split
could not be more clearly stated.
Item three: American Lutheran fellowship. It is under the
heading of the polarity of right and left that I would
place the matter of fellowship with the American Lutheran Church. As suggested before, many saw this as
the key matter before the convention. I believe it to be
much less important. Twelve years ago, as the Preus
administration began, fellowship with the ALC had
been established by less than a hundred-vote margin.
The fellowship which became a reality for many
parishes and people had never been taken with great
seriousness at the highest levels of either Missouri or
the ALC. In fact the ultimate consummation of the declaration of fellowship had not occurred at the altar
where we affirm our fellowship in the sacramental meal,
but around coffee cups in a meeting room at Chicago's
O'Hare Field. It was again by less than 100 votes that
the fellowship with the ALC was rescinded. However,
assurances were given for the preparation of guidelines
for continued pastoral care, including allowance for
intercommunion at the altar.
There is little doubt that it would have been politically wi er to postpone action on ALC fellowship. Those
with a sense of public relations argued that the ALC was
mo ing toward merger with the Lutheran Church in
America (LCA). An LCA/ALC merger would create a
situation where no decision would have to be made.
Fellow hip would be broken because the ALC as an
organization would no longer exist. But it wa widely
felt that if the
nod was to maintain its theological
int grity the i ue of LC fellowship had to be faced
and decided. After twelve year the ynod a till plit
The Cresset
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Will confessional Lutheranism founder
between Fundamentalism and Protestantism?

down the middle on the issue. Nothing had changed.
The polarity between right and left still existed. However, there was one significant difference in 1981. The
polarity was no longer the threat it had been during the
earlier Preus years. People could be on opposite sides
of the issue and not view one another as "the enemy."
What will the Preus years mean for the history of the
Lutheran Church on the North American continent?
It is certainly too early to make any definitive judgments. Certainly the moves that Missouri made toward
other Lutherans in the 1960s have been halted and set
back a decade or more. It is also possible that we shall
discover that the prime mover of the LCA/ALC/AELC
merger has been J.A.O. Preus, who made it all possible
because of the leadership he gave to Missouri. Certainly
the proposed merger would never have been suggested
as long as any hope of including Missouri existed. Jacob
Preus made it clear that there was no reason to wait for
Missouri.
It is possible that the doctrinal struggle that Missouri
endured during the decade of the 70s was a paradigm
of what has been going on in all of North-American Lutheranism. Perhaps the struggle has not been between
the left and right of orthodox confessionalism but in
reality between neo-Fundamentalism and asacramental
Protestantism. As the history of the doctrinal conflict is
written, I believe it will become clear that these were in
fact the two sides. If that is the case the real question that
needs to be faced is this: Can orthodox, confessional
Lutheranism really survive on cultural soil that is either
Fundamentalistic or Protestant? Looking at the decisions that the LCA/ALC/ AELC are making as they
move toward merger, and the decisions that Missouri
has made, the possibility of orthodox confessional
Lutheranism does not seem great.
Cl
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On Abortion

Christ, Have Mercy
You see the moonstones hung
Around our necks,
The rings around our eyes.
And you guess how the sun-lamp steals
The sleep from the weary nights
Of a housewife who has no time
For Florida.
Fish-eyed we search the sea
For jewels to steal
From the sunken dead.
You search the sky
And pity us.
But if you look
Too often in our stone-blind eyes,
Your eye ' clearne
Of real suns, real moons
Might tempt us
To go even there
To fish for gems.
Since you have mercy
Strung tight through your limb ,
Will it bind you to u
While we are still
A little lower than the fi h,
Or to our pr ciou
Death of stones?
Have mercy on your lf.
Don't me tu.
Make us com
To a natural light.

Lucy Ryegate
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From
The
Chapel

Waiting

A Meditation On Death And Life

IN I

I have expected death for a long time. The lengthy
sickness of my boyhood gave me the clue to its existence.
The pain written into my body at a young age is an almost constant reminder of my limits. I therefore have
always yearned and learned to live, fully and intensely,
up to the limits death marked. My childhood sickness
gave me a zest and passion for life. Each birthday is
cause to rejoice that I have come this far in a journey
others appear not to question. Time passes slowly
enough for me to savor it as a gift. I live as did Dylan
Thomas, who counted each new day a genuine surprise.
Nostalgia and melancholy are not my lot. Waiting for
death within and without has not made me morose. On
the contrary, because I know this dark secret at the heart
of life, this carrion in the cradle, I am joyous, intense,
and savor each moment and each meeting with another
human being. Chance meetings can become the occasion for a sharing of thought and feeling on the most
personal level. I live with urgency but not obsession,
feeling but not sentimentality, passion but not hedonism. My sense of calmness deepens with the experiences
and years of life. I have learned to wait.

Jay C. Rochelle

We use "waiting" to mean both service and expectant
vigilance. Waiters in a restaurant are at the beck and
call of customers, as the mind will be servant to the expected idea or person. As waiters forget themselves
when they serve table, so we forget ourselves when we
wait for the idea to be born, the friend to visit, the grief
which follows in the wake of a death.
The bigger the anticipation the richer the juices that
flow within us when we wait. The intensity of waiting
is directly proportional to the importance of what or
whom we wait for.
Waiting disrupts the orderly, reasonable things of
life like government, mapmaking, airplane scheduling,
the efficient running of trains, and remembering to
wind your watch. Waiting is but a hair's breadth removed from day-dreaming to the observer. Your parents, who always wanted you to get ahead, thought idleness an unqualified evil and saw no difference between
doing nothing and creative waiting. Since getting ahead
and doing nothing seemed opposites, they made you
clean your room and take out the trash rather than lie
abed, on the theory such work would build characterby which they meant the ability to put off waiting until
tomorrow. Waiting could wait.

Jay C. Rochelle is campus pastor for the University Lutheran
Ministry in New Haven, Connecticut. He holds his M.Div.
from Concordia Seminary St. Louis, and his Th.M. in B£bl£cal
Literature from Pittsburgh Theolog£cal Seminary. His previous articles £n The Cres et include "The Spirit of Calligraphy" (June, 1979) and "Kai'ros and Craftsmanship" (Ma
1980).

In order to wait with the sharpened sensitivity that
characterizes waiting for death, that which is anticipated
must b full of promi e and power. Without such power,
our waiting lolls between impatience and boredomthe cylla and Charybdis between which the oul i
teer d. Without uch promi e, our sharp mental edge
is lo t and we fall to either daydreaming or leep.
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-Death is not the expectation we long for, even ifit be one cause for waiting. We are waiting
for life and, in the end, for that which may have power and promise beyond death and life.

I find that, when I am waiting thus, I live in a different way. There are clues to the waiting. The ticking of
my timepiece is a giveaway. I carry a pocket watch in
my right-hand trouser pocket and when I hear it with
loud clarity-as if it were an ornate tower clock booming out over a sleepy village-I know I am waiting for
something or someone big.
Time itself slows down. When my life may be changed
dramatically by what I'm waiting for, time ceases to
flow as minutes, hours, days. Each moment is filled with
such expectation that I am overcome by a giddiness
which makes light of all but the truly serious matters
demanding attention. Gregory of Nyssa called this experience "sober intoxication.''
I also experience an attentiveness to detail that is not
always with me. Voices calling to task may break in on
that attentiveness but it returns once the task is finished.
I do routine and mechanical jobs in a spirit of joy and
satisfaction, and the work involved seems transformed
into a form of play; the task becomes an end in itself
and I can spend hours at it without experiencing boredom or tiredness.

Waiting in Readiness
I find that my values and interests are quite clear
when I am living in this state of expectation. The calloused wall by which I often separate myself from others
drops away and I sense my oneness with other people
and with the creation. I am sometimes so overwhelmed
by this feeling that I find myself weeping over the joys
as well as the misfortunes of the persons of my community. St. Isaac the Syrian apparently had this in mind
when he spoke of "praying for the gift of tears."
I do not know if others experience these things when
they wait and I merely want to share them as part of my
experience. They describe what I feel, but there is more
that may be said which applies to us all.
To wait means to be ready. One must be prepared in
order to wait. The preparation is not external, although
there have been disciplines over the centuries which enhance and relate to preparedness. The real preparation
is not, however, to be found in such outward act but in
the inward readiness of heart and mind they eek to
inspire.
To wait means to expect omething or omeone. Thi
is such a simple tatement, and yet o often there i no
real content, no real hope to the waiting we do. How
often do we sit in place which are uppo ed to en ourage waiting-churche -doing litur
hich are upSeptember. 1981

posed to wrap words around the silence of waiting. Yet
we expect nothing. We watch for no sign, wait for no
presence.
To wait means to be available to that which is coming.
If every waking moment is filled with noise or job, there
is slim chance this part of the definition will be lived.
We are so often unavailable to those who stand before
us that it is questionable we could be available to a
power or a promise larger than that known in the smile
of a child or the touch of a friend. It is not so much that
we disbelieve transcendence as that we overlook all the
natural thresholds to it.
To wait, my depths must come to the surface and my
surface must become translucent to my depths. Not that
I have been wittingly false or devious, but my awareness
of possible falsehood is keenest. Waiting for that which
is power and promise leads me to confess my duplicity
in order to purge the past, focus the present, and free
myself for the future.
I began with death, and death is surely one of the
most powerful thresholds to the transcendent. It is also
a powerful occasion for waiting and the heightened
awareness that attends waiting.
But death is not the expectation we long for , even if it
be one cause for waiting. We are waiting for life and, in
the end, for that which may have power and promi e
beyond death and life. We wait for that which may only
be called the Holy.
The Psalms are full of this word of waiting. "Wait on
the Lord and he will renew your trength. ' "I watch for
the Lord more than they that wait for th morning."
What is more commonly awaited than morning: it un
and blueness and light and promi and n w lif , new
choices and decision , new opportuniti to love and
hate, work and play, rejoice and b ad.
Rudolf Otto made u aware, in The Idea of The Holy,
that holines both attract and r p 1 u . W ar int rested in it, seek it, n d it, de ir it f r th fulfillm nt f
life-y t w f ar it b au holin
ha
pow r to blind and chan
h L r
the Rodlf-th On who,
Heaven r mind
u to bi .
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Waiting shatters our illusions so we may receive the Word we could not, by the power of our reason
or the work of our hands, create for ourselves. Waiting is the preparation for the Coming One.

inner self and the outer presentation are merged, where
silence and words bear the same message, where the true
self rises scrubbed of the barnacles of lostness and disease which cling to it. We wait for a time when we may
no longer be untrue to ourselves, when the soul becomes
simple, united, whole, in accord with the saying of Jesus,
"if your eye be single then is your whole body filled
with light."
Deep within us all is this yearning after the Coming
One. We see dimly because of our division and rebellion and alienation; our hearts are clouded by anxiety
and guilt and impatience. We cannot fulfill thi~ yearning on our own.
We await that dawn when the presence of God will
illuminate the creation and all created gifts. Apart from
this revealing brightness, we live as if in the darkness
of a plastic bubble where sensations are no longer direct,
but come to us as second-hand information piped in by
amplifier. The pitch of these sensations changes so that
we hear now one, now the other, only to lose the volume
altogether in time. We grasp after noisy penultimatesjobs instead of a calling, loves instead of a lover, causes
instead of commitments-and we try to squeeze from
these penultimates an ultimate meaning or value they
do not, can not have. We cannot hear what Bonhoeffer
called the ~antus firmus, the underlying tone, on which
all individual melodies of life are built.

Waiting for the One Who Comes
We are blocked from becoming the Word we were
intended to be and, thus, need that Word which addresses us and calls.
This Word is not present through memory. To remember means something was once known, then forgotten. But the Word of address comes to us always in
the present, free to address us in our terrible freedom.
We do not know God by peeling away layers of consciousness to find a core where God is; because we are
deaf to the Word, it must come to us as address. And
we must remain waiters upon that Word.
Waiting shatters our illusions so we may receive the
Word we could not, by the power of our reason or the
work of O\Ir hands, create for ourselves. Waiting is the
preparation for the Coming One who shatters our
images, replacing them with new realities, and who recreates both our knowledge and the structure by which
we know through an unveiling of truth. Not that we
shall ever fully possess this truth, but insofar as we re14

main attentive to the Word of the One who comes, we
participate in it, play with it, revel in it, and see with it.
The Coming One is a continual surprise. Even after
we have levelled the hills and uplifted the valleys to
make a straight path for the One who comes, there remains an ongoing deepening and broadening and
heightening of our awareness and faith. We never
achieve a vantage from which to predict the coming.
The One who comes greets us with a newness like the
dawn.
"Stir up your power, 0 Lord, and come ... Stir up
our hearts, 0 Lord, to prepare the way for your only
Son ... Grant us, your people, the wisdom to see your
purpose today and the openness to hear your will .... "
We who pray these collects remain waiters; to fulfill our
task we prepare for the guest to come and greet us and
instruct us. We must be ready to change our minds because each meeting can change our image and understanding of the nature and wishes of the One who comes.
But then this, too, has been told us: we have heard it
said, "The time is fulfilled; the kingdom of God is at
hand. Repent and believe the Gospel."
Cl
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Socialism was supposed to free woman and make her the equal of man. The Communist Party,
which controls the government of Romania, has not succeeded so far in achieving this goal.

Women Under Socialism:
The Case of Romania
Thirty-four years have passed since the Communist Party took control of Romania and transformed it into a socialist state. How has Communist control affected the status of women in
that country?

Theodora Mann
Socialism was supposed to free woman and make her
the equal of man. The Communist Party, which controls
the government of the Socialist Republic of Romania,
has not succeeded so far in achieving this goal. In fact,
the government's attitude towards woman's status and
role in society seems to be purposely ambiguous. Equal
pay for equal work is a reality, but beyond that there
exists another reality where certain activities of women
are highly praised and encouraged while others are
ignored or taken for granted.
What impressed me most when I visited Romania in
1978-79 was that after more than thirty years of Communist rule, traditional views of a woman's position in
society and in the home have persisted. Traditional
views remain strong even though the percentage of
women with jobs in Romania- 72.7-is the highest in
all of Europe. The percentage would be even higher
but for the number of women enrolled in higher education.
Women work in all domains-in agriculture, in industry, in schools, in hospitals-and they fill positions
at all levels. Women operate cranes at construction
sites. They drive tractors on collective farms. They
treat the sick. (Half of Romania's doctors are women.)
Many of the distinctions between what is a man's job and
what is woman's work have been erased, although janitorial and secretarial positions are still filled almost
exclusively by women. In the countryside, where there
are now more women than men, women are likely to
harvest by hand while men operate the combines.
Women today are an essential part of the work force.

They were first employed in large numbers in the 1950s
to fill the gaps created when Romania embarked on its
ambitious industrialization program. Until World War
II, Romania was primarily an agricultural nation and
an exporter of raw materials. In the 1950s, the Communists, under the leadership of Party First Secretary,
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, began a drive to modernize
the country by transforming it into an industrial nation
able to compete with the more advanced Ea tern bloc
nations and to aspire to Western European levels of
quality and production.

Women Still Manage the Home
This fast-paced industrialization has required a large
labor force, and women have figured promin ntly in it.
They have been used to compen ate for the relativ ly
slow transfer of labor from agricultur t indu try.
Yet for all the burden women hav hould r d, th ir
social status has not changed uffici ntly over th y ar
to reflect their new role. When I ugg t d t a Romanian friend that he and I go out to a r taurant t
th r
for dinner one ev ning, h b cam onfu d.
covered only when he rem mb r d a mal fri nd h
could invite to cort u . Two worn n g in t a r taurant unaccompanied by a man i n t a ptabl in
Romania.

Theodora Mann is a pseudonym for a wn·ter who was born
in Romania and who has lived in a number of European
countries as well as in the nited States. he has earned
undergraduate and advanced degrees at A men·can universities.
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Romanian women have been actively encouraged t o join the labor force and t hey have done so. Their
reasons for working, however, have less to do with ideology than with economic necessity.

answer was "no" - and she did not really want things
otherwise. Besides cooking and cleaning she washed
and ironed his shirts, took his suits to the cleaner,
sewed on his loose buttons, and so on. Another friend,
a woman working on a doctorate in sociology, laughed
when I asked if her husband did any housework. "Oh,
he's a dear and he tries now and then," she said. "But
why should he wash the dishes, for instance, when it
takes me half the time and I don't mind doing it?"
Neither of these women had children.

Not What Marx or Engels Had in Mind
Clearly, the present situation in Romania does not
reflect the views of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels
on a woman's position in a socialist society. Both men
predicted that as women entered the labor force they
would no longer have time to perform household
tasks. Activities such as cooking, cleaning, and raising
children would become the responsibility of society
at large, probably through easily accessible public
cafeterias, laundries, kindergartens, and so forth.
Women would become equal members of society when
their primary function in life was no longer that of
personal maid to their husbands. Familial relationships
would also be transformed when women no longer had
to depend on their husbands for economic support.
Husbands would no longer dominate their wives. And
as women became emancipated from their husbands'
tutelage, the state would take on a large share of the
responsibilities for rearing and caring for children.
That task would be a part of the state's function as coordinator of society. A society of free and elJ.ual men
and women would emerge, and in it personal relationships would not be conditioned by economic considerations. One matter Marx and Engels did not cover in
their discussion of the emancipated woman, however,
was her inclination to produce children. Apparently
they assumed that child-bearing was a natural instinct
not susceptible to social changes. Romanian Communist
Party planners did not consider this problem when
they first proposed to industrialize the country.
The decision to make Romania an industrial nation
was not directly inspired by Marxian ideas on human
equality. Those ideas assumed that a transformation
to Communism could happen only in a society already
industrialized. Romanian leaders, however, in mobilizing th~ir country for rapid industrialization, followed the Soviet model. They worked out a plan to
transform the country, within a few decades, from a
backward agricultural nation to a modern industrial
state. Without a strictly enforced plan to give it direction, they believed, Romania could take more than a
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century to reach the desired stage of modernization.
They wanted to bring the country quickly to a level of
industrialization from which it could evolve, following
Marx's predictions, into a Communist society. Apparently, during this intermediate stage, Marxian views
on freeing human beings from economic oppression
would have to be put aside. The effort needed to change
a country's basis of existence from agriculture to industrial manufacturing would necessitate a general
sacrifice and a postponement of improvements of a
more social nature.
Romanian women have been actively encouraged to
join the labor force and they have done so. Their reasons for working, however, have less to do with ideology than with economic necessity. One salary in the
family is generally not enough for the family to live on.
Nor can the state afford to pay higher wages when it is
investing up to 35 per cent of the national income yearly
in industrial expansion. Along with low salaries, Romania's industrialization effort has resulted in a generally low standard of living-one of the lowest ·in
Europe in terms of availability of goods and services.

II
The birthrate in Romania began to decline in the
mid-1950s and continued steadily downward for the
next ten years. This was a trend economic planners
had not anticipated. In fact, future industrial expansion
depended on an increasing labor force. The decline in
the birthrate, if it was not stopped, would jeopardize
the entire plan. Still not technologically advanced
enough, Romania does not have funds to acquire technology elsewhere. It cannot continue its industrialization without employing an ever-growing work force.
According to Romania's economic planners, industrialization is absolutely necessary for the good of the
country. By good of the country, they mean the future
prosperity of Romania and the firm establishment of
socialism. Romanian President Nicolae Ceau~escu, continuing the policy of his predecessor, Gheorghiu-Dej,
is steadily loosening Romania's economic ties to the
Soviet Union. He hopes thereby gradually to expand
Romania's freedom to form economic and political
ties with both socialist and nonsocialist nations. To do
so, industrial expansion is absolutely necessary, Party
leaders are convinced. Romania and Romanians, therefore, must accept present sacrifice for future prosperity.
To insure an adequate future labor force, Ceau~escu
in 1966 introduced a new policy intended to increase
the birthrate. His most drastic measure wa to outlaw
abortion and to di continue producing or importing
contraceptive . This was accompanied by propaganda
actively promoting family life and idealizing motherhood.
The Cresset

In effect, the Romanian Communist Party in its family policy tacitly embraced many traditional
values already in force in Romanian society. The family was hailed as the fundamental social unit.

In effect, the Romanian Communist Party in its
family policy tacitly embraced many traditional values
already in force in Romanian society. The family was
hailed as the fundamental social unit. Its function was
to raise and educate children for the sake of socialism.
The stable, happy family living together in the spirit
of "socialism" became the ideal. ("Socialism" in this
case meant the good of the nation.) Break-up of the family was discouraged. Divorces were granted reluctantly,
if at all. Though the government still required women
to work as hard as men on the job, it soon began
stressing, through propaganda, the importance of
women's roles as wives and mothers.

Women's Liberation or Mother's Day?
I witnessed a striking example of this new attitude
in the official treatment of the International Day for
Women, March 9, 1979. This day is observed internationally by those who support feminism, the struggle
of women for equality, independence, and respect in
the working world. The commentary I heard on Radio
Bucharest in observance of the day would have been
more appropriate for Mother's Day. The announcer
discussed the woman's role as mother and the great
responsibility and rewards it entails. Then she switched
to a series of interviews with sons, fiancees, and husbands. She asked each what gifts he intended to buy on
this occasion for the woman in his life. Answers included flowers, candy, and cologne.
But whenever I talked to Romanians, I did not sense
in them a willingness to go along with what the government wanted. In fact, many people did not seem to
grasp the reasons behind the abortion law and the official pro-family propaganda. More than one acquaintance told me that Ceausescu and the Party were upset
by the tremendous increase in the Gypsy population
and hoped the anti-abortion law would restore the
balance.
For whatever reasons, the government's family policy
achieved initial success. The birthrate nearly doubled
from 1966 to 1967. It remained at the 1967 level in 1968
when the anti-abortion law was still new and effective.
In contrast to 1965 when 1,115,000 abortions were performed (four legal abortions for every live birth), in
1967 there were only 52,000. Under the law, abortions
are permissible under five circumstances: 1) when the
mother's life is endangered, 2) when one of the parents
has a dangerous hereditary disease, 3) when the woman
is over age 40 4) when a woman already has four children, and 5) when the pregnancy is the re ult of rap
or incest.
oon enough, however the number of abortion
September, 1981

started climbing again. Doctors began stretching the
law when defining what was dangerous to the woman's
health. Nowadays the patient pays out of her own
pocket when the doctor performs such a semi-legal
abortion. The operation normally costs about 1500 lei,
or 75 per cent of an average month's salary. (Medical
care is officially free in Romania.) Outright illegal
abortions cost as much as 10,000 lei.
Unwanted pregnancy is a major problem among college women. I found out that often medical students
will perform illegal abortions in the dormitories. One
afternoon, a few days before I was to leave Romania,
a friend of mine, dropping by my -room in the dormitory, asked if he could sit awhile; his girlfriend was at
that moment undergoing an abortion in his room.
Outside of school, it is often midwives who perform
the abortions.
Recently, a black market for birth control pills, whose
main source is Hungary, has begun undermining the
government's efforts. The result is that, despite considerable pressure to the contrary, the average family
in Romania today produces no more than two offspring.
The government goes to great lengths to encourage
larger families. To soften the effects of the anti-abortion law, the government has offered subsidies to help
growing families meet their expenses. The e subsidie
increase for each child in proportion to the numb r of
children born in a family. In addition, pregnant women
are allowed paid leave from their jobs for a month and
a half before giving birth and for two months after.
They may then postpone returning to work, without
forfeiting any long-term b nefit or lo ing vacation
time, until the child is old enough to enter a kind rgarten. (They are not paid a salary during th e y ar ,
however.) These and other inducements have non theless not been enough to rev r
th tr nd to mall
families.
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In 1979, the International Year of the Child, proclaimed by the United Nations and made much of
by the Romanian media, the price of children's clothing went up 30 per cent across the board.

dren were to be allowed to continue in school, at least
one parent had to be a worker.
For many women who had never worked outside the
home and had no professional training, it was a time of
traumatic upheaval. But they had to adjust quickly,
for there would be no turning back.
One adjustment for all Romanians in the new era
was to learn to endure cramped living quarters. After
1947, there was not enough housing to meet the needs of
the great influx of people coming to the city to work.
In the early days after the Communists assumed control,
the government often had to assign four or five families
to live together in a one-family house. The occupants
then had to make do, sharing old-fashioned kit~hen and
bathroom facilities. Two families' living quarters were
sometime separated by no more than a sheet strung
across a rope in the middle of a room.
In the past several years the government has made
great efforts to provide enough high-rise housing
developments to meet the needs of the people. The
apartments in these complexes, though a great improvement over the past, are small, usually no more than two
or three rooms, about three by four meters each. They
have central heating, hot and cold running water, and
gas stoves- modem conveniences all Romanians aspire
to. Though apartments are still in short supply, more
and more city dwellers have moved into them. As a
result, people have had to change their lifestyles.
Cramped quarters have not been conducive to large
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families. In fact, they have made the traditional threegeneration family almost unfeasible.
In the past, older people lived with their married
children. They formed an integral part of the family
and performed necessary household tasks. Grandmothers, by helping to care for and raise young children, played an especially important role. Since there
are not enough nursery schools and kindergartens for
all pre-school children in Romania, a grandmother's
help could simplify. greatly a working mother's life
today. The Communist government itself actively encourages Romanians to keep their aged parents at home
and care for them.

The Uses of Traditional Morality
On Romanian television I once saw an interview with
an old woman who had been abandoned by her two sons.
Since she had never held a job, her retirement pension
was too small to live on. She complained that her sons
never came to see her and never sent any money to help
her out. The program was explicitly didactic, a reminder to people of their duty to care for their parents.
Using traditional morality to play on people's consciences, the government tried to obscure its own failure
to provide adequately for the needs of the elderly.
Clearly a family of three or four living in two rooms
cannot easily accommodate a grandparent as well.
Since homes for the aged are rare and reputed to be inadequate, many older people are left to fend for themselves with only a tiny pension from the government.
I was stopped on the street more than once in Bucharest
by an old man or woman asking for money. Obviously
embarrassed, such people were quick to explain that
they needed it to buy a bottle of milk or a jar of yogurt.
If small apartments, small salaries, and small state
subsidies for children are not enough to dampen a
woman's enthusiasm for motherhood, increases in the
cost of living will probably make her think again. For
inflation does exist in Romania even though the government insists that it does not.
In 1979, the International Year of the Child, proclaimed by the United Nations and made much of by the
Romanian media, the price of children's clothing went
up 30 per cent across the board. The coincidence of
these two events inspired many people to make bitter
and sarca tic comments (in private) about President
Ceau~escu's great love for children.
Finally the increa ing level of education among
women i having an effect on population grmvth. s
mor and more women finish high chool and go on to
college many enter careers and decide again t ha ing
any children at all. Th y are part of a world-wide phenomenon that link a higher 1 vel of education among
The Cresset

-Traditional roles have persisted because people have made a conscious effort to maintain some
form of self-determination in their lives. They have, for example, kept Christian traditions alive.

women with a decreasing birthrate.
The speed and urgency with which Romania changed
its political and economic structure after World War II
did not give people enough time to realize fully what
the social implications were to be. And though the
Communist Party is, by definition, committed to social
change, the government has always been so preoccupied with pushing industrialization that it never seriously tried to instill the idea of sexual equality into
the people's consciousness. It has not even been able,
as compensation, to provide women with convenient
marketing or labor-saving devices, like vacuum cleaners
and washing machines.
Romanian Communist leaders have always given
priority to economic and technological programs over
social problems. They assumed that once economic
problems were resolved, through increased production
and technological advances, social problems would also
be taken care of. The lag between economic and social
advances never really preoccupied them. Now, with
their promotion of large families and motherhood, the
Communists seem to be advocating social traditionalism for the sake of continued economic progress.
In Romania men and women work eight hours a day,
six days a week. But it is the woman who stands in queue
after queue doing the family's daily grocery shopping
early in the morning before she goes to work. It is the
woman who toils with the Romanian-variety wringer
washer, which she fills and drains with a pail. If she has
no washing machine she hand washes the laundry in a
basin. (An acquaintance used to complain to me that
often when he went over to a friend's apartment to take
a bath-he did not have a bathtub in his own apartment- he could not do it because the tub was filled with
soaking laundry.)
The "Waterlily," as professional laundries are called
in Romania, is slow and inefficient. Moreover, no selfrespecting woman would allow someone else to do her
family's laundry. It would be a bad reflection on her
own ability to keep house, on her very character.
These old-fashioned values and attitudes are not
merely unconscious reflections of a backward society.
Traditional roles have also persisted because people
have made a conscious effort to maintain some form of
self-determination in their live . For example, they
have kept Christian traditions alive privately in pite
of the government, which promotes athei m and di courages all manife tation of religiou b lief . They
have al o clung to traditional modes of b havior, partially in defiance of a y tern that confidently interferes in their Ii e
h n er it deem it n ce ary.
ow that the government has embrac d traditionali m for it own purpo e ho e er it ma un ittin 1
be ad ancing o iali t pro e . Worn n ma at lat
eptember 19 1

start questioning some of the restrictions they accepted
in the past and demand, from their husbands at least,
a fairer distribution of labor.
In the ideal society, Engels once wrote, marriage
should be easily dissolved when love no longer exists
between a man and woman. Any children born of that
marriage, one would assume, would be the state's responsibility. Parents, married or single, would be left
free to pursue their own lives. One question Engels
never seems to have posed is why a woman would want
to give birth to children at all if she, in effect, would
have no responsibility or real control over her offspring and their future well-being ..
Romanian Communist leaders have run up against
a similiar problem since they put their pro-birth policies into effect. They have further complicated the
situation by placing the greatest part of the burden of
feeding, clothing, and housing the child on the parents.
Parents are, in effect, expected to sacrifice their own
well-being to produce as many children as the state
requires to fill its quota for projected labor requirements.

Contradictions of Socialist Feminism
To implement its policy, the government has had to
resort to coercive methods like banning abortion and
curtailing the manufacture and import of contraceptives. It has also offered monetary incentiv , alb it
inadequate ones, to promote child-bearing. Y t it ha
been largely unsuccessful in it effort . Its app al to
patriotism have not worked either. Appar ntly p opl
do not produce children out of patriotic duty. Th
state's latest recour e ha b en to app al to moth r instinct, to certain intangible in th moth r- hild r lationship. This ha led to th n w empha i on th family
as the backbone of oci ty.
Yet condition in Romania today ar diff r nt fr m
what th y were. Th woman' rol in o i ty ha han d
so much that traditional formula n Ion r fit. What
her statu is or hould b i not at all cl ar ith r t th
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Dot Nuechterlein

M ildewed Memories
They say that a drowning victim sees his life flash
before his eyes. Well, I nearly drowned once, and that
was not my experience. Yet, not long ago I had the occasion to examine in some detail the archaeological
remains of the past quarter-century of my lif~. It was an
arduous, yet moving, episode, and I am profoundly
thankful to the mildew that made it necessary.
Often in the past I have envied diarists: how marvelous it must be to keep jottings of one's own biography
and thoughts, to look back from time to time and see
who and what has influenced one's dreams and-progress.
Now and then I would buy a fresh journal and plunge
in, only to find that my essence is in activity rather
than reflection; the time needed for writing has been
used up in doing.
What I have done instead, almost without plan or
purpose, has been to hoard the evidence. I do not save
everything-although anyone glancing through my
closets and cupboards might think otherwise- but I do
have a passion for paper. If anyone reading this has
ever corresponded with me, the chances are that I found
it difficult to pitch out either your letter or my carboned reply.
As an undergraduate I was an officer in student organizations, both local and national, and somehow hung
on to records of them all. I was in the first class of one
of Valparaiso University's professional church-work
programs, and was sent to many places in the U.S., Canada, and Europe on behalf of the University and the
Church; who could part with speaking notes, autographed banquet programs, ticket stubs from the opera
in Rome or the art museums in Copenhagen?
I have had three engrossing careers, each requiring
the keeping of detailed accounts, and an assortment of
part-time jobs that left some sediment as well. As an
adult I got involved in a number of theater and singing
groups (each with its own news clippings and performance hand-outs); I have been quite active in community affairs-including things like the public fight
with an employer who (illegally?) fired me for being
pregnant; I tried to preserve some autonomy-not to
mention sanity-during the year I had three children
in diapers by writing a weekly newspaper column.
Mementoes and memory-joggers just seemed to pile up.
At the age of 18 I left my parents' home for all but

When she is not sifting through her memories, Dot Nuechterlein teaches Sociology at Valparaiso University and
pursues a Ph.D. program at the Universit of Chicago.
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brief vacations; in the next ten years I lived in five
cities, using eight different addresses. Since then I have
moved to another half-a-dozen residences, but for the
past decade one house, with enormous storage space,
has been my home base. The collected treasures, having
suffered vagabondage with me, came to rest. Other
cardboard cartons were added from time to time, and I
never looked at any of them again.
Until now. Facing yet another move, I hauled out the
accumulation from the nethermost recesses, prepared
to repack everything for the trip, only to discover that
there had been a leak at some time or other, and my
precious collection had become moldy and dank.
The first reaction of horror was followed by one ·of
anguish: how could I bring myself to toss it all away?
Thinking that perhaps some things might be salvaged,
and knowing that most of the household furnishings
were all ready for the moving van, I determined to go
through each box. And so, between midnight and dawn
on a clammy, rainy June night, I sifted through the
leavings of a lifetime.
Perhaps it is my middle age, an eagerness to evaluate
my "now" in the light of an earlier "someday." Perhaps
it is because I am now a sociologist, trained as a detached observer of the individual within the context of
the social milieu. Perhaps it grows out of my Christian
faith, believing as I do that human life has meaning and
purpose. For whatever reasons, I found in those artifacts the threads of self-identity, a clear connection
between girlhood and maturity, that had been lost to
consciousness. Although most of my goals and plans
have been altered or abandoned, and I seem most unlike what I once expected to be, it is clear from letters
and articles composed once upon a time that I am not
all that changed at the core. That is a great comfort at
an age when added pounds and pains and lines bring
many to the edge of despair.
Even beyond th at, though, I have been brought to a
full realization of how blessed I have been. Few, I suspect, have had the variety of opportunities that I have
had to taste of life. Most importantly, I can see how
enriched I have been by associations with so many
people; it is no wonder that to this day I value personal
relationships so highly. Those files helped me to rediscover nearly forgotten friendships, to chart the advancing maturation of siblings and contemporaries, and,
yes, to recall when love was new and I thrilled at the
sight of those blue envelopes, written by him whose
name is now mine, too. Far from the rootless individualist I may at times have seemed to be, I am totally
locked into the web of humanity with real others.
Not everything got thrown away that night, as the
damage was not total. In my new house I must find a
afe, dry spot for what is left. If I live yet a long while,
someday I will make that journey through m pat
again. If not, if oon the Lord should ay ' o ' I
will have b en allowed thi rare moment to percei e a
wholene to my earthly exi tence.
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'So Rich a Chaplet"
An Interpretation of Marvell's The Coronet
Larry Brunner
Of all Andrew Marvell's verse, The Coronet is perhaps
his greatest statement of religious concern, a poem which
throws much light on Marvell's attitudes as a Christian
poet. It is here that Marvell makes his most definitive
analysis of problems surrounding his relationship as
poet and artist to the will of God. The Coronet's basic
theme is a contrast of crowns, the poet's garland versus
Christ's crown of thorns. The images of Christian and
pagan crowns in The Coronet carry a great weight of internal connotation and association which Marvell uses
to the utmost. The crown of thorns, symbol both of
Christ's passion and coming glory, and of the Christian
role of penitence and obedience to the Almighty, is
countered by the pagan crown of laurel or bays, symbol
of earthly passion and transient glory, which, as the
flowery garland, is also the emblem of pastoral eroticism
portrayed and utilized in the classical tradition. The
image of the crown of thorns begins the poem, followed
quickly by the garland:
When for the thorns with which I long, too long,
With many a piercing wound,
My Saviour's head have crown'd
I seek with Garlands to redress that wrong;
Through every Garden , every Mead ,
I gather flow 'rs (my fruits are only flow'rs) ,
Dismantling all the fragrant Towers
That once adorned my Shepherdesse's head .

The symbols and images involved here are enormously broad and suggestive, as is the whole poem. The unrepentant sinner, filled with sin's corruption, recrucifies
Christ with every evil thought and act; Marvell sees his
sins as thorns added to the crmvn of agony which Christ
bears. He grieves at his continuing unrepentance which
"long, too long" has only added to the torment of his
Saviour. The poet sees a natural means to "redress that
wrong" in providing a garland of flowers for Christ's
crown to replace the thorny one raised there by sinners.
Both the concepts of sin and of redress refer directly to
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the concerns of Marvell's poetry. As a Christian, the
poet feels a sense of guilt, of misused powers, in writing
verse which glorifies not the King of Heaven, but an
earthly mistress. The poet sees his poetic sin in the writing of "idle verse"; secular love poetry, centered on
man's concerns and desires rather than God's, is only
another ring of thorns added to the crown.I "Many a
piercing wound" has been pressed-on Christ's brow by
each of the poet's works whose concern has not been to
glorify God and seek His redemption.
The poet, realizing the extent of his sin, repents and
seeks a means of reconciliation. He will convert his sin
to virtue, employing poetry (the vehicle of his previous
transgression) as the means of praise to the glory of
Christ rather than to the blush on his mistress' cheek.
The garland of poetry will be woven as a laurel crown
for the victorious Son of God; by this action, the poet
completely alters the object of his praise.
Marvell's choice involves an element of poetic justice
in that he will weave his garland of the very flowers that
"once adorned my shepherdesse's head." The poet before has woven garlands for his mistress, garland which
are the traditional token of the amorous wain in th
erotic pastoral; his garlands have been ym bol of attraction to earthly love rather than to the love of Chri t.
The garland of poetry now a umes th quality of the
laurel wreath to adorn the head of Je u , r placing th
heinous crown of thorn . An additional connotation
"a coll ction of
n not only in
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The problem of the Christian poet is this: How can he remain true to his purpose of producing the
finest art to praise Christ, and yet also remain true to the aim of Christian self-denial?

The dismantling of the towers is preparatory to the
composition of the garland of praise described in the
next eight lines. The poet not only desires to reject his
former verse as unfit for Christ's praise, but he wishes
to "dismantle" it, in effect to destroy it in penitence for
his sins of idleness and sensuality. This dismantling
destroys the forms and themes of his former verse, but
the poet retains his poetic skills for new use (hence "dismantle" rather than a word like "dissolve").
The little aside, "my fruits are only flowers," like so
much of Marvell, is packed with meaning and additional insight. He means that his "fruits," that is, what
he has produced as a child of God for his Creator (in his
case, poetry), are only like flowers in their beauty, fragrance, and transience. The worth of his fruits ends in
their beauty; his poetry yields only a view of a world of
loveliness and pleasure which quickly passes away. This
brief aside expresses much of what the poem is about:
the poet is rejecting the transitory values of the world
in which he has sinned in favor of the eternal values of
the world to come. Art for art's sake is not enough; the
poet wishes to direct his effort toward art for God's sake.
H. R. Swardson comments: "Marvell here reveals a primary complaint against imaginative literary art in the
classical tradition: its apparent lack of moral and spiritual substance-the absence, that is to say, of truth as
Christians know it."3
And now, when I have summ'd up all my store,
Thinking ( so I my self deceive)
So rich a Chaplet thence to weave
As never yet the King of Glory wore,
Alas! I find the Serpent old,
That, twining in his speck! 'd breast
About the flowers disguis'd, does fold,
With wreaths of Fame and Interest.
Ah , foolish Man, that would'st debase with them
And mortal Glory , Heaven's Diadem!

Marvell moves on to a description of the making of
the chaplet of praise; the weaving of the garland is the
poet's composition of the poem to glorify Christ. In his
weaving, he is attempting to create a fruit that is not just
afloweroftransient beauty, but a lasting paean of praise,
a fruit acceptable to Christ. This sort of fruit is noted in
a stanza of George Herbert's Employment [2]:
Oh that I were an orange tree,
That busy plant!
Then should I ever laden be,
And never want
Som fruit for him that dressed me.

This idea of fruits as the result of the poet's labor is also
found in Herbert's statement, "Lord, my first fruits
present themselves to Thee." The poet of The Coronet
confesses that his first fruits have not been presented to
God, and in producing this new garland of ver e he
hopes to rectify hi former sin.
The chaplet the poet weaves is the result of careful
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compos1t1on; the poet wishes his tribute to be so rich
that no one else has equalled it- "As never yet the King
of Glory wore." The process of weaving the chaplet implies a careful attention to its construction; this is no
idle garland for a frivolous shepherdess, but a crown for
the King of Heaven. This type of careful artistry is consistent with the tradition of the pastoral which forms
the background of the poem. The poet is striving for his
best, and in this striving a conflict arises: has the poet
reflected God's glory or has he tried to produce his own?
Immediately the fatal defect is found in the flowers of
the poet: the sins of fame and interest. The poet finds
that the sin of pride has slipped in to sully his motivation, and that his offering for praise is tainted. The
serpent Satan has used the first sin, pride, to undo the
poet and pervert his motives.
This is Marvell's expression of the internal conflict
in the mind of the Christian poet between art and spiritual sincerity. How can the poet remain true to his purpose, producing the finest art to praise Christ, and yet
also remain true to the aim of Christian self-denial?
Expressing this goal of greatness, Herbert wrote, "My
God must have my best, even all I had." The difficulty
of dividing devotion from selfish concerns is not easily
resolved either by Herbert or by Marvell. This conflict
in The Coronet seems almost an echoing of the problem
Herbert expressed infordan [2]; his solution was "there
is in love a sweetness ready penned,/ Copy out only
that .... " Thus far in the poem Marvell has not been so
closely attuned to the will of God; he discovers that his
heavenly diadem has been debased by his desire for
"mortal glory."
The beginnings of Christian humility, a marked quality in Herbert's verse, are found when the garland poet,
seeing his intended offering of praise become a serpent's nest of pride and self-interest, realizes the grossness of his offering; he has been shaken into sudden selfknowledge. The poet now knows that to approach Christ
with pride is in effect an attempt to crown him with a
twining serpent. His rich gift of praise, which he thought
in his self-deception ("So I my self deceive") would be
a fitting instrument of honor, could only debase Christ,
who is "Heaven's Diadem." "Mortal Glory" is totally
unacceptable to Christ, who, as King of Glory, is the
sole source of true human worth. The poet's attempt to
presume is properly thwarted by this image of the vile
serpent, symbol of overweening pride and devious
cunning. The "speckl'd breast" of the serpent, symbolizing his spotted, maculate nature, 4 stands in stunning
contrast to the purity of Christ's being.
3
4

wardson, p. 85 .
John Edward Hard , The Curiou Frame ( outh Bend , Ind .:
of otre Dame Pre , 1962), p. 51.
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Marvell is emphasizing the utter inseparability of man and sin through human effort; the serpent of
sin can no more be separated from the poet's art than sin can be separated from the heart of man.

The poet now sees the immensity of his presumption;
the irony of his attempt "to redress that wrong" is driven
home, for, by this further sin, he has added more thorns
to Christ's crown of pain, piercing still more wounds.
The failure of his attempt is all the more terrible in that
he had wished to ease Christ's pain, but he has only
added to his agonies. As Patrick Cullen has said, "Ironically, in his efforts to prevent the recurrence of the
Crucifixion, the artist-through his own pride in mastering nature by making a crown 'as never yet the King
of Glory wore'-repeats the Edenic sins that necessitated
the Crucifixion in the first place. "5 The poet, overwhelmed by his defeat through pride, is aware that he
must in penitence appeal to Christ for redemption. The
poem here rises above the questions of fitness of poetic
praise to deal with the deeper intricacies of man's relationship to God.
But Thou who only could'st the Serpent tame,
Either his slipp'ry knots at once untie,
And disintangle all his winding snare;
Or shatter too with him my curious frame ,
And let these wither-so that he may dieThough set with Skill , and chosen out with Care ;
That they , while Thou on both their spoils dost tread,
May crown thy Feet, that could not crown thy Head.

It is beautifully appropriate that the convicted sinnerpoet should turn to Christ for the solution of his creative and, in a larger sense, his spiritual, dilemma. The
snake of pride (fame and interest) can only be vanquished
by perfect humility, and Jesus is the embodiment of
supreme humility and self-abasement. 6 Only Christ
("Thou who only could'st the Serpent tame") can accept
the burden of the sin of pride, not only for the poet, but
for all men. When Marvell writes "foolish Man," he is
not only addressing himself, but apostrophizing the
whole race of miserable, selfish sinners. The simple
knowledge that his sin is not unique, but is shared with
every man, is in itself a humbling influence; 7 this realization is a step toward the humility which can be man's
only true gift to Christ.
Humility, the humility in which Herbert wrote "I
and [my work] are less than the least of God's mercies,"
is shown as the key to the poem and the key to man's
right relationship to God. In humbleness the poet pleads
with Christ to remove the snake from the wreath, to remove sin from his poetry and from him elf. But thi
possibility of separating the entangled erpent from the
proffered garland i not offered very hop fully· the
poet now realizes that perhap his tainted work i n t
5

Patrick Cullen, penser, Marvell, and Renai ance Pastoral ( ambridge, as. : Harvard niv . Pre . 1970), p 17 .

6 Hardy, p . 55.
7

Ibid., p . 51.
H . E. Toliver, laroe/1' Ironic
niv. Pre , 1965). p. 98.
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worth the labor of extricating the prideful snake. In a
larger sense, Marvell is emphasizing the utter inseparability of man and sin through human effort; the serpent of sin can no more be separated from the wreath
than sin can, be separated from the heart of man. The
richness of Marvell's identification of poem with poet is
especially evident here, as it has been throughout the
poem; a proud poet is no more acceptable as a bringer
of sincere tribute than a twining serpent would be acceptable as a wreath of honor.
If the snake cannot be disentangled from the poet's
gift, Christ has another alternative; he can crush the
snake with the wreath and destroy .sin while destroying
the poet's poor tribute. The poet, in perfect humility,
has left the solution of the problem completely to
Christ's discretion; 9 his will must be done in this as in
all things. Presumption has departed from the poet's
approach to heavenly glory, and a saving humility has
replaced it. The complete rightness of the poet's reconciliation to humility is seen in the fact that he is willing
to allow his wreath to wither and be trampled that the
snake of sin might be destroyed. This final sacrifice of
his work (and hence of himself) to the will of Christ i
the essential test of complete devotion and sine rity.
Self-denial has conquered pride and this acrifice plac
the poet in proper relationship to Christ. lf- urrend r
is complete; Christ is free to shatter the "curiou fram ,'
which is both the poetic garland and the "mortal fram "
of the poet's physical body. 10 The po t i willin to
accept destruction of hi work ( ource of hi pr viou
pride) and death of hi phy ical natur if th coil of
sin can be removed-" o that h may di . ' Marv ll'
identification of the poet with hi p try i
again
used in a highly eff ctive mann r; th " uri u fram "
unites in a ingle m taphor th b dy f th p
poetic concern of hi mind. " uriou ' i .. " ar fully
wrought," convey a d p m aning on both 1 v 1 , r £erring both to th ar ful con tru ti n f th int nd d
poetic tribut and to th incomparabl kill f th
tor in fa hioning th b dy f man.
Th right ou n
of th p t
ity i dir tly ba d n an in r
the natur of hri t· th p t h
nothing h an do whi h ould
add to th 1 ry f hri t. 11 In
futility f u h an att mpt, th
il d to th ba n
f hi pr
kn wl d
that thr u h
ptan
humilit h an att in r d mpti n. H
h i n t t ap r a h hri t h ldin u
Hardy. p. 52
IO Lawrenc \!
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The crowning of Christ's feet is the perfect act of repentance, contrition, and
humility; at long last the poet has found the means of praise which will be acceptable.

crown, but only on his knees as a repentant sinner.
Marvell's genius is beautifully apparent in the close
of his poem; the crowning of Christ's feet is so replete
with Christian associations that an extended meditation
could be written on this aspect of the poem alone. The
crowning of Christ's feet is the perfect act of repentance,
contrition, and humility; at long last the poet has found
the means of praise which will be acceptable. This is no
attempt at or for glory, but a simple expression of love
and self-surrender. The willing sacrifice of the poet's
"curious frame" is at last acceptable. H. R. Swardson
speaks of this crowning of Christ's feet as "a proper
penance for the adding of thorns to Christ's headwhere the garland was not. "12 But this attitude misses
the essential meaning of the crowning. To crown Christ's
feet is not an act of penance; it is rather a sacrifice accepted, a reward befitting humility. Merely to be in the
Saviour's presence is almost too much to be hoped for,
but to be allowed this humble yet glorious expression
of love is almost beyond a Christian's greatest expectations. What was an odious wreath of fame and interest
has become a real crown of humility and love, through
the all-forgiving grace of Christ. To end the poem in
this fashion is not Marvell's penance, but his benediction.
Marvell exhibits his skill in a most striking manner at
this close of The Coronet; by bringing his poem to an
appropriate ending at the feet of Christ, he is in effect
leading his reader to Christ's feet, in a spirit of adoration
and praise. The contrast of spiritual attitude between
the beginning and ending of the poem drives home its
message of righteousness through perceptive humility.
Marvell reintroduces the image of Christ's head in the
last word of the poem, which recalls the original images
of the crown of thorns and the flowery garland. The
aggregate image of the poem's close is a vision of the
repentant poet on his knees at Christ's feet, gazing in
love at the Master's face. Marvell's use of both "feet"
and "head" in the last line condenses the two opposing
spiritual states developed in the poem into a single line.
By ending on "head," in effect he rounds out both the
form and meaning of the poem, recalling the first lines
of the lyric; through this device, the circle of The Coronet
is complete. Marvell means his reader to identify the
crown on the feet of Christ as The Coronet itself. Characteristically, Marvell surrounds his thought with paradox: The Coronet contains itself (the crown image of the
poem) within itself.
The Coronet remains the greatest of Marvell's religious
poems; ~n it he reaches the height of the Christian poet's
goals of purity, humility, and repentance. Douglas
Bush writes: "The Coronet, with its quietly interwoven
antitheses between thorns and poetic garlands, divine

humility and human pride, is a religious sacrifice of all
poetry."13 Donald Friedman notes: "The controlled,
modest agony of The Coronet tells us much about the
poet's reaction to the desire to transcend his own
art .... "14 Marvell's poetic sacrifice is filled with the
intensely moving approach of the human spirit toward
the knowledge of God; he has succeeded in capturing
and expressing much of the Christian soul's progress
toward redemption and true understanding. The Coronet is a "rich Chaplet" indeed, a work of both great
poetic power and deep spiritual insight.
Cl
13 Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth Century (Oxford : Clarendon Press , 1962), p. 168 .
14

Donald M. Friedman, Marvell's Pastoral Art (Berkeley : Univ . of
California Press, 1970), p. 86 . This contrasts strikingly with Ann
Berthoff's view; after rejecting Legouis' (and other's) reading of the
poem as "a mea culpa uttered by the conscience-striken artist in rejection of his art," she insists, "But Marvell nowhere exhibits any
degree of self-consciousness as an artist, or any interest in himself as
a creator of beauty; he nowhere expresses any conflict, pride, devotion, or fear concerning his art." (Ann E. Berthoff, The Resolved
Soul: A Study of Marvell's Major Poems [Princeton, N .J .: Princeton
Univ. Press , 1970), p. 46 .)

Ice Chunks
(Gold Run, California)
Ellie throws off her sweater,
props open the door to let in
the new heat, warm hands of
April grasp the cabin, squeeze
life, animal chatter
back into the thickets.
The great self which is
nothing in winter expands
on spring days,
takes on the voice of things.
Becoming the arms of trees, it
forgets the body, like chunks
of ice rising to the surface
of the river it expands
before breaking into a million
pieces. In the river:
ten thousand mirrors floating.
Sparrow hawk birdsong dividing
itself overhead.
Clouds that swim.

Peter Brett
12

Swardson, p. 8 7.
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Censorship, TV Ads,
And the Subversion
Of Morals
James Combs

We are, it seems, experiencing a
new wave of censorship by selfappointed guardians of our morals.
Television is one of the obvious
targets of censorship groups. Unlike
the Luddites of the early Industrial
Revolution who destroyed the machines that tormented them, many
people now in the wake of the Communications Revolution want not
to smash the television machine
that torments them but rather to
change what people see on that
machine. The logic of the television censors is that by altering
the content of what people see, certain values will be furthered. If
people see "uplifting" shows, for
instance, their attitudes and behavior will reflect the uplift the
show gave them. If they watch sex,
profanity, and violence, their
morals will be corrupted. Thus it is
necessary to control what people see
on TV in order to save civilization
or at least to preserve its decency.
The networks and sponsors have
bent considerably already to the
pressure of such groups as the Coalition for Better Television, and the
fall season threatens to be a return
to the era of Father Knows Best and
Ozzie and Harriet. Gone for the mo-

James Combs writes regularly for
The Cresset on television and other
matters and teaches Political Science
at Valparaiso Univers£ty.
September, 1981

We are, it seems, experiencing a new wave of
censorship by self-appointed guardians of morality.
ment will be not only the sexploitation shows, but also the social
commentary and social satire genres that Norman Lear pioneered.
Lear, indeed, has formed a countergroup called People for the American Way to fight the censors. Civil
libertarians raise cries of "thought
control," and argue, just as the censors do, that a few are trying to
impose their values on the many.
The outcome is likely to be the
same as always: the TV medium,
caught in the crossfire and fearing
the loss of money, will retreat into
the non-controversial (as much as
that is possible). The pity of it all
is always the same too: the idiotic,
the titillating, the sensationalistic
gets suppressed, but so does much
of what is worth watching on TV good documentaries, serious drama,
social satire. By retreating into the
mythical reaffirmations of 1950s
television, the censors could well
make television as valueless as
current sex-and-violence shows.
Not everyone agrees that television program content corrupts
morals in any case. Large-scale
historical and economic forces may
have more to do with decline and
fall than do the diversions of the
populace. But even if it is the case
that television can corrupt, the
economics of television is still dependent upon the thoroughly democratic and capitalistic logic of
the marketplace. The censorship
groups of the New Right are not
ones to attack such principles, but
the networks are competing for
mass audiences who can choo e,
and for sponsors who know from the
Nielsen ratings what they have
chosen. Morality has never b n a
corporation's strong uit in th
marketplace, and it will b fa cinating to watch the interplay of cenors, spon or , and networks a th y
struggle over what we hall
.W
may hope that the ou tcom i not
to make TV bland or preachy but
rather b tt r. But gi n th orien-

tations of the actors in this electronic drama, it is hard to entertain much hope.
Such skepticism is reinforced by
the fact that apparently no one in
television has considered censoring
the content of what may be the most
morally subversive "show" on television: the commercial. For either
ideological or pecuniary reasons,
little attention is given to what
effect ads have on our morals. Waves
of fashion in TV show fare come and
go, but the spot ad remains forever.
Perhaps by repetition it is so fixed
as a habitual part of our consciousness we think it harmless. While
moralists and producers quibble
over whose morality is going to be
exalted in programs, a morality-or
immorality, some would have it-is
being paraded for us in the over
one-fifth of air time that is used
for commercials.
This argument is, of course, not
new. Most of us have heard it in
various forms, usually emphasizing
how the television commercial educes us by the twi ted logic of
propaganda. Much ha been written
about "the hidden per uad r "
and "subliminal eduction " of TV
ads, and indeed do e xamination
of them-and, for that matter, of
magazine and billboard ads-reveals many mythological and primal theme and imag d ign d to
affect u . uch p r ua iv m a
have their p ycholo ical limit ,
but it i not for want of tryin
the part of adv rti in
r ator .
Michael Ari n' book Thirty econds i a marv lou a unt f th
care that g
int admakin . A
glanc at indu try publi ti n
as Journal of Advertising r
al that
ad p opl ar th r u hly familiar
with th la
p h I i I r
ar h. Th
f
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When our national values-family, neighborhood, motherhood, nature, nation-are
enlisted for ads, they become cheapened and people become cynical about them.
could not work without a massive
"persuasion" industry.
But what is it that is corrupting,
or at least damaging, about TV commercials? Jules Henry argued
twenty years ago in his Culture
Against Man that ads corrupt because of what he called "monetization," or utilizing traditional values
to sell things, and by doing so,
lessening mass respect for those
values. When national values-family, neighborhood, motherhood,
nature, nation- are enlisted for
ads, they become cheapened and
people become cynical about them.
National symbols such as the Puritans and Thanksgiving seem ludicrous when they are brought together in a turkey ad celebrating a
freshly-cooked bird. Not only the
national heritage but the most intimate feelings and needs become
the province of the advertiser.
One only has to watch daytime ads
for awhile to get the idea of how
much fertility, cleanliness, and
body hygiene occupy our minds.
We have lived in the advertising
age for so long now that many
wonder if such things would be on
our minds if there were no ads.
For one of the remarkable effects
of television advertising is the
ability to create demand, to market
products that people don't necessarily need but come to want. The
economic logic of such advertising
in a consumer economy is clear
enough. It is equally clear that
even though the intent of advertisers is not "subversive," the consequences of such advertising might
be.
Let us consider for a moment
some "traditional" virtues that
the supporters of the Coalition for
Better Television would undoubtedly applaud: self-reliance, temperance, restraint of appetite, frugality, sexual morality, sobriety,
simplicity. Are these the covert
messages of many of the TV spot
ads we see daily? True, many TV
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ads carry a straightforward message: here is our product, this is
what it does, buy it. But the more
sophisticated national ads are
"playlets" which include implicit
cultural messages. You don't have
to suffer; take a pill. Getting old is
bad; cover it up. Don't save; buy.
You can be sexually alluring; be
sensual. Fashion and the new are
good; the old is bad. Interesting
people have fun with booze. Indulge
yourself; eat our franchise food.
You really do care what other people (husband, friends) think of you;
buy our product to reassure yourself that you will win their approval
by getting rid of "ring around the
collar" or other embarrassments.
Your identity is dependent upon
using our product; you do not exist
if you are not fashionable. You are
surrounded by endless threatsbugs, dirt, disease, fire, burglars,
things that don't work-about
which you are anxious, and which,
if they are not eliminated, will
render your life worthless. Are
these the old values?
If people learn from the messages
constantly visited upon themhundreds daily-then we may consider what it is that is learned. If it
is the messages above, then advertising indeed teaches us values and
behavior different from those of the

right-wing censors. But if the moral
world of the spot ad is not conservative, neither is it liberal. Rather
it is selfish and indulgent, urging
us to believe that individual and
group happiness are not dependent
on the old values but on eternal
consumption. Its ethos is hedonistic, and after watching ads for any
length of time it becomes easy to
see why we are accused of being a
"culture of narcissism," a "leisure
state" in an "age of sensation."
It is not hard to see how a steady
diet of TV ads directs our attention
towards the satisfaction of desire,
real or imagined. The product is
not merely functional; it relieves a
state of personal tension or anxiety.
It satisfies both primal and cultural needs. When ads focus on the
effect of what is advertised on the
individual, individuals are thereby
covertly urged to focus on themselves. If consumption defines
identity, then advertising comes to
be a major source of learning for
that identity, and that identity
"validated" by the satisfactions of
consumption. If one consumes a
product "because I'm worth it,"
the focus is inward, private, sensate.
For one reason or another the
censors of our morality have overlooked the world of TV advertising.
Insipid family dramas may return
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Advertising both shapes
and reflects our world.
to reassure the activists that traditional family life-whatever that
is-will be celebrated, and thus restored. But in the interstices of such
folktales will be those annoying little
messages which we all "ignore."
The message there is very different
from TV dramas of whatever stripe.
Advertising will remain a cultural
force largely independent of control. It is indeed one of the cultural forces that has helped to create
contemporary society and its leisure
habits, to which the Coalition for
Better Television objects. Simply
pressuring the networks to alter
the content of TV dramas to fit an
idealized conception of the past
probably will not do much to abate
those cultural forces.
Advertising on TV shapes, yes,
but it also reflects the kind of world
we live in. The social theorist Pitirim Sorokin long ago distinguished
between two types of cultures - the
"ideational" and the "sensate."
The ideational culture is spirituallyoriented, with a transcendent code
of ethics and emphasis on the suppression of individual desire and
sensation; the sensate culture is
sensually-oriented, with a relativistic and pluralistic code of ethics
and emphasis on the happiness of
individuals through the satisfaction of worldly desire. These are, of
course, "ideal types," and most
societies are mixtures of the ideational and the sensate. But if early
Christian communities were examples of the ideational in the extreme,
then surely late twentieth-century
America must be rather far from that
ideal. People who have ideas about
restoring, or creating, ome kind of
ideational community are up again t
a rather thoroughgoing ensate
culture, one which, many ob ervers
fear is incapable of much more than
consumption. If ad erti ing i contributing to that ituation then the
morali ts had better tart pa ing it
do er attention. Th
ha
their
work cut out for th m.
•
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gospel and Law:
Contrast or Continuum?
The Hermeneutics of Dispensationalism
and Covenant Theology. By Daniel P.
Fuller. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980.
Pp. 217. Paper, $10.95.

Any author who climbs into the
ring with Calvin, Luther, and Dispensationalism, declaring at the
outset that he intends to KO the lot
of them before he's done, has to be
given a hand for raw courage, if
nothing else. Daniel Fuller's strategy is clear from the outset: He's
going to press his opponents at one
of their strongest points, the distinction between law and gospel. Right
in the Foreword he tags them with a
series of quick jabs:

obedience of faith.'"
He begins with an historical review of dispensationalism, then goes
on to com pare dispensationalism
with the covenant theology of Calvin. (Lutheran teaching comes in for
only occasional mention, usually as
a carbon copy of covenant theology.)
The early dispensationalists (Darby,
Chafer) made a fundamental distinction between Israel and the
Church, the former being under a
covenant of law, the latter under a
covenant of grace. Because they insisted on an absolute cleavage between the two, they at least appeared
to be suggesting . that Israel was offered a way of salvation apart from
Christ. Present-day disp nsationalists (read: Dallas Seminary) have
modified their teachings so that on
the issue of law and grac th y end
up pretty much in the same camp as
the covenant theologian : They
superimpose a "grace interpretation" on the 1 gal pa ages of ripture by using the "analogy of faith"
hermeneutic. The author' obj ction
to this is that one mu t re ort to arbi-

The antithesis between law and gospel
established by Luther, Calvin , and the
covenant theologians can no longer stand
up under the scrutiny of biblical theology
.. . the "law of faith" is not the principle of
justification by faith alone, as covenant
theologians affirm , but it is the very Mosaic law itself . . . compliance with the
Mosaic law is an" obedience of faith" . . . in
Pauline and other biblical theology , tru
faith is not merely accompanied by good
works but faith itself is the mainspring for
producing the good works. . . . anctification, like justification, must b by faith
alone.

Instead of a contra tor di hotomy
between law and go p 1, Full r
in cripture a continuum. In di cu sing Paul view of th law f r
in tance, he conclud , "In t ad of
two ets of promi
in th Bihl conditional and
ther i onl
throu hout
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use for which we have no convenient
term." Thus Paul can speak of the
"law" in a positive way when he
means the revealed Mosaic law as
God meant it to be understood and
lived, but use the same word "law"
in a negative way when he means a
legalistic misinterpretation of the
law that sees its (supposed) fulfillment as the ground for one's standing before God.

Fuller sometimes presses
his material, but his
presentation is worth
hearing and should not
be dismissed out of
hand simply because
it goes contrary
to prevailing positions.
The exegesis at this point, of
course, becomes quite involved. It's
not easy to lay out all of Paul's statements on law and promise on a neatly consistent theological grid. Nevertheless, Fuller's presentation is
worth giving a serious hearing. It
should not be dismissed out of hand
simply because it goes contrary to
prevailing positions. He handles the
biblical material competently, even
where one might feel that he is pressing it unduly to fit into his theology.
(I felt this to be somewhat the case
when he dealt with the material in
Romans, less so with the material in
Galatians.)
The author's greatest contribution comes when he describes, in
positive terms, how he understands
"the obedience of faith." He sees it
after the analogy of a patient and a
doctor. The doctor prescribes a
health regimen which the patient
"obeys" because he trusts the doctor's intention to do him nothing
but good. The obedience of faith is
that life that enables me to abide in
the care of Him who is bringing me
to fullness of health. My obedience
provides no ground of boasting,
does not "do something" for the doctor, other than allow him to do what
he desires to do, which is to bring
me into health.
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It struck me now and then that the
author may not be quite so much at
odds with the Reformers as he thinks
he is; perhaps there is some "legalistic misinterpretation" to deal with
on that front too! I am reminded
how the Lutheran Formula of Concord says that the Law not only accuses the sinner, it also delights the
one whom the Son of God has made
free (FC IV, 18-19; VI, 4; cf. LC II,
69- Tappert). This is not precisely
equivalent to the way the author
presents "the obedience of faith," but
it may not be too far from it either.
This is not a book you will necessarily feel comfortable with. But it
will stimulate you to think in some
new ways about one of the central
theological issues of Protestant theology. A friend once told me that if
he gets one new idea out of a book,
the book is worth its price. At that
rate you'll get your money's worth
here several times over.

Cl

Larry Christenson

A Diary of Prayer
Daily Meditations on the Parables of
Jesus. By J. Barrie Shepherd. Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1981. Pp. 131.
Paper, $5.95.

Using the classic Diary of Private
Prayer by the Scottish theologian of
neo-orthodoxy, John Baillie, as his
model, J. Barrie Shepherd offers a
collection of morning and evening
prayers to cover a period of thirtyone days. The Presbyterian cleric
bases each prayer on a parable of
our Lord. A blank page is included
opposite each prayer for the "reader/
prayer to chart his or her own spiritual journey."
Dietrich Bonhoeffer writes, "The
richness of the Word of God ought
to determine our prayer, not the
poverty of our heart." (Psalms: The
Prayer Book of the Bible) The strength
of Shepherd's work lies in the fact
that the reader/prayer is invited to a
discipline of "praying" one parable
each day, both in the morning and
evening. It is Shepherd's hope that
those who u e A Diary of Prayer will
carefully read and study the Scrip-

ture text appointed for the day.
Strictly speaking this book is a
collection of devotional reflections
rather than prayers. In contrast to
the Our Father and the great collects of the church's liturgy, the
meditation/prayers in A Diary of
Prayer are essentially individualistic
reflections rather than petitions of
adoration and intercession which
grow out of the Word to embrace
"all sorts and conditions of men."
The weakness of the volume is its
subjectivity.
Yet to the extent that these devotional ruminations assist those who
use them to enter into a faithful dialogue with the Lord who speaks in
parables they may serve as helpful
aids to a life of prayer that is nourished and made strong by "reading,
marking, and inwardly digesting"
the Word of God.

Cl

John T. Pless

The TV Ritual:
Worship at the
Video Altar
By Gregor T. Goethals. Boston: Beacon
Press, 1981. Pp. 164. Cloth, $11.95.

Rituals and Ceremonies
In Popular Culture
Edited by Ray B. Browne. Bowling
Green: Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1981. Pp. 349. Paper, $10.95.

The notion that life is ritual drama
is an ancient one, but it has received
recent impetus in the work of such
writers as Kenneth Burke. Two recent books have advanced understanding of this idea- Gregor
Goethals' essay on television as
ritual, and an excellent and wideranging collection put together by
Ray Browne on "rituals and ceremonies" in popular culture. Taken
together, these books warrant examination, and they provide an opportunity for reflection on the ritualdramatic aspects of modern life.
The Goethals essay explores the
idea that television is ritual, and
that this popular ritualized play
spring from the same roots a and
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indeed is something of a secular
substitute for, religion. The author
utilizes theological and anthropological concepts to pursue this
elusive but intriguing metaphor.
The idea is not new (the author of
this review discussed it in the April,
1981 Cresset), but this little book is
a contribution to such analysis, and
offers the layman-and indeed those
trying to understand the role of
religion in modem society- insight
into the functions of television, and
for that matter popular culture in
general, in our time.
As with any metaphor, treating TV
as ritual can only go so far, and
those who have felt the power of
religious ritual may find it a bit
strained at times. Nevertheless,
this perspective goes far in helping
us understand the appeal of television in a mass society. Professor
Goethals, an art historian at the
Rhode Island School of Design, has
written a credible and often incisive
essay that contributes to that
understanding.
The logic of her perspective is
premised on man's symbol-using
propensities. Even in highly secularized societies, people need and
seek symbolic gratification. In the
absence or decay of traditional
symbols, they seek and find symbolic
experience in the mass media, telev1s10n m particular. Television
"mediates" our experience, providing myth, icon, and ritual for a
symbolically-starved public audience. This is not to say that the
television
medium
consciously
attempts to structure news, sports,
sit-corns, and so on as mythic experience and ritualized form, but the
media formulas nonetheless come to
have those meanings for the audience. The evening news, for instance, is a "symbolic record of
reality" sustaining for us myths of
nation and society, and offering us a
ritualized way of participating in the
"news." One may infer omething of
the psychic function of uch behavior: it renders current e ents
manageable and under tandable a
ritual reassurance of the basi order
of thing .
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Perhaps the author's best analysis
comes in her treatment of icons, the
cultural images which TV presents.
Like traditional icons, TV icons
serve various functions - as the
symbolization of order, as models
of behavior, or as "boundaries" of
moral and cultural questions. The
icons of American TV are of the culture-the family, nature, the machine. The family can be a metaphor for larger communities, dramatizing the myth of the "work"
family (e.g., Mary Tyler Moore
Show), the historical family (Roots),
the interracial school family ( The
White Shadow), and so on. Technological icons, such as one sees on
Saturday morning kidvid, perpetuate our faith in machines and in
technological innovation. The power
of such secular icons, and the media
personages who represent their
symbolic meaning, may well, the
author notes, "screen us from traditional sacred images."

TV has become the mass
focus of transcendent
experience, offering us
dramatic involvement
as part of a greater
whole and also
reaffirming our sense
of individual worth.
The book also deals with iconoclasm, or breaking image . The
obverse of TV's power to ustain
icons and myths is its power to ubvert them. Television documentaries, for instance, hav
gr at
power to destroy traditional icons
and myths, e.g., the Pentagon,
benevolent
plantation
hiring migratory labor
However, the power of th m dium
i uch that often the "fal
destroy him elf imply by b ing
himself for Th
Tub . J ph
McCarthy' famou t I vi d r pl
to Edward R. Murrow p k f r
it elf.
The author
ulatin on th
temporary
i a ' ub titut

sacraments." TV, she argues, has
become the mass focus of transcendent experience, offering us
dramatic involvement as part of a
greater whole and also reaffirming individual worth. Television
is sacramental in the sense that it
mediates faith. Religious tradition, she thinks, cannot match the
mythic power of TV in its ability
to involve us in ritual experience:
"Until institutional religion can
excite the serious play of the soul
and evoke the fullness of human passion, television will nurture our
illusions of heroism and self-transcendence." This may be an overdrawn conclusion, but it should
alert those whose faith is still in
those traditional religions and the
transcendent experience they offer
that one of the "new demons" may
well have a symbolic power for mass
involvement that no one, least of
all the magnates of the network ,
could have dreamed of at the inception of the television age.
The Goethals book focu
on
only one aspect of popular ritual.
A much more comprehensive collection, published from Bowling
Green's popular culture
tabli hment, involve a wide vari ty of
rituals-sporting ritual , min tr I
shows, roa t , war re- n a tm n t
rituals, and o on. The ubj ct of
the articl range from bizarr and
culturally p cific ritual to wid spread ritual of mas
ultur . It
will probably remain th d finitiv
coll cti n on th ubj t f r a Ion
whil , and it d rv att ntion n t
only from tud nt f ma
ultur ,
but al o from th r int r t d
d
n
d
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reminds the reader of the awesome
range of rituals that our very pluralistic people perform.
The two volumes, taken together,
are indispensable to the student of
ritual who wishes not only to appreciate the diversity of American
ritual life but also to generalize
from cases to more inclusive cultural understanding. Rituals, from
watching the news to demolition
derbies to funerals, have significance
to the participants, and one cannot
underestimate the social consequences of ritual satisfaction. The
sociologist Orrin Klapp wrote a
decade ago that Americans suffered
from "a collective search for identity" because of "symbolic poverty,"
the lack of ritual meaning in their
lives. One comes away from these
books with the thought that for
many people popular culture, television in particular, has alleviated
that poverty. But we may wonder if
the popular rituals of today are as
satisfying as traditional rituals
rooted in community participation.
The fierce pursuit of ritual activity
may give us a clue as to our desperation in not wanting to live by
bread alone.
Cl

The New Gods:
Psyche and Symbol
In Popular Art
By Harold Schechter. Bowling Green,
Ohio: Bowling Green Popular Press,
1980. Pp. 172. Paper, $13.95.

In recent years, popular culture
studies have become something of a
growth industry as academia, forever in search of new topics to arouse
bored students, tries yet another
fashionable topic upon its elusive
and overentertained clientele. But
whereas Black Studie , Women's
Studies, and Human Sexuality
gained a modicum of grudging acquiescence from faculties habituated
to traditional curricula, popular
culture studie tended to produce
apoplexy. McLuhane que wild men
who extolled the TV pot ads a
"the onnet form of the twentieth
century" and compared Jim Morri30

son of The Doors to Rimbaud have
fomented
delightful
academic
battles over "what we should be
teaching." Cries of "Are there no
standards anymore?" were met with
counter-charges of elitism and oldfogeyism. Whereas other trendy
study programs were easy to cut in
the 1970s because they lost their
political support and immediate
relevance, popular culture studies
have survived and flourished, and
one might speculate that the election of an ex-B-movie actor as President might inspire another revival
of interest in the impact of popular
culture on even the most venerated
of institutions.

Sometimes wheat appears
in the chaff of
popular culture studies.
In the chaff of pop culture studies
are kernels of wheat, careful and
provocative studies such as Jewett
and Lawrence's The American Monomyth and Cawelti's Adventure,
Mystery, and Romance. In that tradition, I am pleased to say, comes
The New Gods. The book uses Jungian
"archetypes of the collective unconscious" to argue the psychological dynamics which are evident in
much of popular culture. The "new
gods" are the result of the atrophy
of the old gods, to be sure, but the
"new gods" also appear because of
the natural human instinct to produce symbols which express our
deepest yearnings, and these symbols tend to appear more and more
frequently in popular forms.
Such mythological images are
"projections of the collective unconscious," always adapted to cultural specifics but also always universal. The Mother, The Hero
The Trickster, and other archetypal
figures are everywhere even a they
also have "a local habitation and a
name." uch i the perennial human
need for uch mbolic repre entation of experience that no amount
of ocial "rationalization ' can eradicate it· if it i not adequate! repre ented in reli ion hi h culture

and politic , it i ought and valued
elsewhere, in this ca e, in popular
culture. "Far from being 'mindless
e capism' or 'worthle junk,"' says
checter, "popular art is ... an expression of the deepest, mythproducing level of the human
psyche."

Jung suggested the
existence in all of us
of a dark "shadow self."
The author carefully interweaves
Jungian themes with their exemplary cultural manifestations to
illustrate the psychic functions of
myth-production in pop culture.
Much of the book deals with the
popular treatment of what Jung
called "the shadow self" - the dark
anarchistic, antisocial, covert side
of our personalities which we submerge and suppress in the presentation of our overt, social, "nice"
self. The shadow self is the Mr.
Hyde in our Dr. Jekyll. We project
the shadow self into the world,
and deal with it, indeed play with
it, by seeing it dramatized in popular culture. Schechter deals with the
shadow self in its popular habitation in LeGuin sci-fi novels, Crumb
underground comics, . and movies
such as Deliverance. He also treats
a variation of the shadow self- the
"collective shadow" -as manifest
in The Trickster as a group. Thus,
for example, the frat rats of Animal
House are bestial and anarchistic
shadow-tricksters juxtaposed with
the pompous "good boys" of the AllAmerican fraternity next door.
The book is richly detailed beyond any possible acknowledgment
in this brief review, and it may come
to rank with the cla sics of popular
culture studies. It will undoubtedly
in pire further u e of Juno-ian analysi of popular cultural artifact
and surely it i a welcome and
ophi ticated treatment of popular
culture that could gi e tudie in
that field new explanatory power .
It might even make popular culture
look academically re pectable.
James Combs
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"What Rough Beast?"
John Stri etelmeier
David Broder has long been one
of my favorite journalists. Both in
print and on the air, he has been a
voice of reason and balance and common sense, often in circumstances
that must have tried his patience
and restraint.
I was therefore unprepared for
the note of alarm that Broder
sounded in a copyrighted column in
The Washington Post one day last
Spring on the dangers inherent in
the increasing impact of religion
on the nation's social and political
institutions. He was writing, of
course, about the regrettably misnamed Moral Majority, but he extended his concern to embrace what
he defined as "an intensely religious minority with a penchant
for activities that make them politically influential."
Broder was commenting on a
survey done by Research and Forecasts, Inc. for the Connecticut
Mutual Life Insurance Company. In
this survey, which he describes as
"the most intriguing and important
one I have seen in a long time,"
intensity of religiousne
measured by such act of piety (eight in
all) as prayer, Bible-reading, church
attendance, and "witnes ing." The
urvey found that people who cored
high on the e thing tended al o to
believe that adultery homo e uality, le biani m
teen-ag
x
pornogra ph
abortion
premarital
x or cohabitation and
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marijuana use are wrong. Andmost ominously from Broder's
point of view- they tend to be "the
doers, the talkers, the joiners, and
the voters in their communities."
I must confess that, judging solely
by what this "intensely religious
minority" is alleged to oppose, it
sounds to me very much like what
the New Testament calls the light
of the world and the salt of the earth.
In which case I rejoice that its members are "doers, talkers, joiners, and
voters." Not so David Broder.
"Amen" is his "only comment" on
the survey's conclusion that "Since
the injection of faith into politics
via religion is capable of creating a
single powerful voting bloc, this
suggests the opportunity for a truly
visionary leader, or a dangerous
demagogue, who, by striking the appropriate religious-moral notes,
could be swept into a position of
awesome power."
The full dimensions of such a
possible disaster are apparent when
you stop to think that, as Broder
notes, "older people, Southerners,
blacks, women, and the less-educated
and lower-income poeple are more
likely to be intensely religious
than their opposites."
Migawd! The meek actually might
inherit the earth.
But while I find it difficult to
imagine that this cheerfully heath n
Republic is in imminent danger of
perishing from a surfeit of piety,
I have not spent six decade in the
Church without learning om thing
about the danger of that r ligi u
zeal which, as t. Paul ay , i "n t
according to knowledge." W do not
have to go back very far int th
history of any We t rn country to
encounter piou p opl who in
their mi guided d terminati n t
build the n w J ru al m n th ir
little patch f turf r at d a h 11
on earth. Lat nt in all natural r ligion-and a lar part f p pular
Chri tianit
alwa
natural
hi h

cent years.
So there is indeed a very real
menace to freedom in American
popular Christianity or, for that
matter, in any religion that defines
itself in moralistic terms. For the
Law, as Luther said, always accuses.
Any society which exalts morality
above charity and compassion will
become an accusatory society. It
will spend an inordinate amount of
time sniffing out heretics. It will
hound poor, ignorant welfare mothers who have loved not wisely but
too well.
Now I will confe s that I am personally tired of living in a society
where every kind of excess and aberration is commended a yet another
form of liberation. I am weary of
ingenious and ingenuou argument
intended to persuade me that abortion is not homicide. I am s ttl d
in my own mind that the Chri tian
sexual ethic sets befor u th id al
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For Good Reading
In a Glad New Year
In TimeFor Christmas
The herald angels' song is an everlasting antiphony ... It moves down
the centuries above, beneath, and in
the earth from Christmas to Christmas to Christmas ... In it alone is
hope before death and after death ...
Their song lives to the 2,000th Christmas, to the 3,000th, and at length to
the last Christmas the world will
see ... And on that final Christmas,
as on the first, the angels will know,
as we must know now, that the heart
which began to b~at in Bethlehem
still beats in the world and for the
world ... And for us ...
0. P. Kretzmann
The Pilgrim

A Free Gift Book for New Subscribers
Mail to:
0. P. Kretzmann, President of Valparaiso University from 1940 to 1968,
was also Editor of The Cresset from
1937 to 1968. In these two rare books
many of his beloved "The Pilgrim"
meditations were reprinted and are
now available to new Cresset subscribers as a gift to themselves-or
to give as a thoughtful Christmas gift
to friends. This offer expires December
15, 1981. Current subscribers who
wish to purchase either book may do
so by sending $4.25 to cover shipping
and the cost of the book.

Many years will pass before you understand Christmas ... In fact, you
will never understand it completely
... But you can always believe in it,
always . . . The Child has come to
keep us company ... To tell us that
heaven is nearer than we had dared
to think . . . To put the hope of
eternity in our eyes ... To tell us
that the manger is never empty for
those who return to it ... And you
will find with Him, I know, a happiness which you will never find
alone ...
0. P. Kretzmann
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